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 CHAPTER I  

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

In a round of the nineteenth century and before its, literature and history were 

the two things which have relation each other. As a state by Bremner (1996: 12) that 

historian used analogy in their work because they believe that literature has meaning 

at one era. This statement supported by Nye (1966: 123) says that the function of 

history was to re-described one era and literature was to re-told that era, this called as 

“the universality of human experience”. Furthermore, Nye said that historian and 

poets have same important function, namely, to interpret the experience. 

In the ten years later of the nineteenth century, history and literature started to 

separate. Mentioned by Holt (1940: 352-362) famous with “Scientific History” says 

that re-described history has to based on the real events without any addition. The 

factuality of history must be maintained and questioned for the history contained 

fiction. Starting from this era, literature and history did not used again in one work. 

Nowadays, in this twentieth one century, fiction contained history and history 

contained fiction has been produced. As stated by Hutcheon (1988: 106) that there are 

many historian following poets to write their works and there are many poets 

following historian to write their works. Aristotles in the Sachs (2006: 32) says that 

those things happened because of the differences of writing forms. Where history 

only talk about what things have happened, on the other hand, literature can talk 

about what things will happen, have happened and may be happening. Those things
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 were the cause of there are many fictions contained history and history contained 

fiction appeared in this twentieth one century. Although, it can give historians and 

poets an opportunity to created an interesting work, but they also have a negative 

impact on some fiction contained history and history contained fiction, and the reader 

will be confused about the factual history. Furthermore, Mandelbeum (1967: 413) 

argues that: 

Historical investigating and historical writing are essentially matters of constructing 

stories, narratives or connected chronicles terms. 

 

Based on the statement above, it means that everything related to history was a 

reconstruction of a narrative story, which means in history contained fiction despite 

the facts therein, as well as with a historical novel. Although the novel was based on a 

true story, but the novel still contained fiction and there was a construction on every 

story and it was necessary to question the fiction contained history because it was the 

result of a historical representation written by the author. Talking about 

representation, Hartley (2002: 202) says that representation is a re-presence and not 

an original idea, but built in a version. It was support the idea that historical 

representation was merely a new idea or view created by the author, and this ensured 

that therewas an ideology included and a construction of the story that author did in 

his work. 

However, in this twentieth one century, many fictional works containing history 

have been produced especially in the religious genre. One of them was a novel which 

told about the history of Islamic civilization in the time of The Prophet Muhammad 
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Saw, “Mother of The Believers” by Kamran Pasha. The novel told about the 

biography of Aisyah r.a and Islamic civilization. In portrayed Aisyah r.a the author 

used the point of view as the first person, who himself served as Aisyah r.a who 

miraculously portrayed her characters, but some of these character were different 

from the factual story, as narrated in the Al-Qur‟an, hadith Sahih and other texts. It 

was told in the novel that Aisyah r.a has an antagonist character, but it was known 

that Aisyah r.a was a good figure to emulated as she was a woman glorified by Allah 

SWT through his verse An-Nur/ 24: 11 

                                  

                          

 

Translation: 

“Those who came forth with the slander are a group from among you. Do not 

consider it an evil to you. Nay! It is to your good. To teach of them is a penalty 

equal to what he earned of sin, and he who was most indulgent of them in that 

has earned an enormous torment” (QS. 24: 11) 

 

Abdullah (1994: 398-404) says that the verse above occurs because a falsehood 

about Aisyah r.a in time of the Prophet Muhammad Saw. It has occurred to explain 

about the falsehood that made by unbeliever people. This verse also came to save the 

glory of Prophet Muhammad Saw and the rightness of Aisyah‟s speech, her high 

position in the world especially in Islam and the Hereafter also the glory of her. 

Based on the statement above, it means that the verse became the proof of the 

glory Aisyah r.a. Through that verse, Allah SWT explained about all the falsehood 
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that made by unbeliever people who want to debased Aisyah r.a in Islamic position 

especially in front of the Prophet Muhammad Saw, but Allah SWT glorified herself 

through this verse. When re-telling the history of Islamic civilization, surely the 

author did not only described the character of Aisyah r.a, but he also described some 

of the important events in the development of Islamic civilization which was based 

on the factual history, but the author did not include the footnotes as a reference for 

further reading in his novel so that the reader did not misunderstanding toward his 

work. 

This novel was a contradictory novel, where the author described the character 

of Aisyah r.a was also the main character in the story. This was very different from 

most of the stories of Islamic civilization where the Prophet Muhammad Saw has 

always been the main character in every story such as the Al-Qur‟an and hadith. 

Interestingly, the novel was published by United States. It was known that United 

States did a lot of propaganda in the form of an insult Islam, but they were produced 

this novel. Moreover, Kamran Pasha is a Muslim who a direct descendant of Prophet 

Muhammad SAW through his daughter Fatimah r.a and his grandson Husain r.a. the 

researcher argued that the historical representation of Kamran Pasha in his novel 

“Mother of The Believers” contradicts with the true story, which means that the 

author did a lot of construction in his story. This was the cause of this novel feasible, 

interesting and important to analyze. 

A historical representation character in the novel analyzed using the 

historiographic metafiction theory proposed by Linda Hutcheon (1988) in her book A 
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Poetics of Postmodernism, which historiographic metafiction is the branch study of 

Postmodernism. Hutcheon (1988: 117) says, that there are four issues that related to 

postmodern novel that is the nature of identity, the question of reference and 

representation, the intertextual nature of the past and the ideological implications of 

writing about history. In this case, the researcher will focused on the question of 

reference and representation, especially on the textualized extra-textual reference. 

B. Research Questions 

Based on the background above, the research questions of this research are; 

1. How is Kamran Pasha potrayed the history of Islamic civilization in the time of 

the Prophet Muhammad saw in his novel “Mother of The Believers” related to 

the facts such as the Islamic historical books, the Al-Qur‟an and Hadith? 

2. How is Aisyah‟s point of view in every events which portrayed by Kamran 

Pasha in his novel “Mother of The Believers”? 

C. Research Objectives 

Based on the research questions above, the research objectives of this research are; 

1. To described Kamran Pasha potrayed the history of Islamic civilization in the 

time of the Prophet Muhammad saw in his novel “Mother of The Believers” 

related to the facts such as the Islamic historical books, the Al-Qur‟an and 

Hadith. 

2. To described Aisyah‟s point of view in every events which portrayed by 

Kamran Pasha in his novel “Mother of The Believers” 
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D. Research Significances 

The researcher divides the research significances of this research into two main 

points, here the following main points; 

1. Theoretically 

This research usefull to students in English and Literature department who want 

to know deeply about historiographic metafiction and postmodernism that proposed 

by Hutcheon. This reference also usefull for student in History of Islamic Civilization 

department who want to know about the history of Islamic civilization because the 

researcher used the Islamic historical books, the Al-Qur‟an and Hadith. 

2. Practically 

This research generate awareness of reader to be more critics when they read 

about historical or postmodern novel, especially the novel with the religious genre 

because the facts presented by author has different representation to each author of 

historical or postmodern novel. 

E. Research Scope 

The researcher analyzed the events of the history Islamic civilization potrayed by 

Kamran Pasha in his novel “Mother of The Believers” related to the Islamic historical 

books, the Al-Qur‟an and hadith. The researcher also analyzed the character of 

Aisyah r.a potrayed by Kamran Pasha in his novel “Mother of The Believers”, used 

historiographic metafiction theory by Linda Hutcheon (1988) in her books A Poetics 

of Postmodernism, with focused on the question of representation issue in the 

historical novels and the textualized extra-textualized reference types.
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Previous Study 

In this part, the researcher found several previous studies that related to the topic 

of this research. 

The first research written by McLeod (1995) in his thesis Rewriting History: 

Postmodern and Postcolonial Negotiations In The Fiction of J. G Farrell, Timothy 

Mo, Kazuo Ishiguro and Salman Rushdie. The purpose of this thesis is to identify the 

critics of postmodernis history about history contained fiction in contemporary fiction 

in English. In his thesis, he used Homi Bhabha theory about the relationship between 

the postmodern and the postcolonial in literary studies. As the result, he states that in 

assembly between postmodern and postcolonial made the range of debate that 

unfinish then also made difficult in critically history negotization. 

The second research written by Kirca (2009) in his thesis Postmodernist Historical 

Novel: Jeanette Winterson‟s and Salman Rushdie‟s Nove As Historiograhic 

Metafiction. The purpose of this thesis is to study how postmodern novel constructing 

the history that does not concern of the document history, but the events that describe 

in the novel. As the result, he states that the impact of historiographic metafiction 

might be feminist and postcolonial writers to re-tell history with another version. 

The last research written by Noorbakhsh and Amjad (2016) in theirs article Three 

Approaches Towards Historiography: The French Lieutenant‟s, Possession and
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 Waterland. The purpose of theirs article was to analyzed and compared the three 

novels used Huthceon theory to showed the differences concept of history on those 

novels. As the result of their article stated that three novels have specific characters to 

re-tell the past time. 

Those of previous studies analyzed historiographic metafiction, and used the novel 

as theirs object of research. The first research used Bhabha theory in analyzed his 

novel, but the second and the last research used the same theory. This research also 

used the novel “Mother of The Believers” as an object of research and historiographic 

metafiction theory by Hutcheon. To make it differently, the researcher used 

historiographic metafiction theory by Hutcheon but focused on the question of 

reference and representation issue and textualized extra-textual reference type. The 

researcher also collected hadith Sahih and Islamic historical books as the secondary 

data to compared it with the story of the novel “Mother of The Believers” by Kamran 

Pasha. The purpose of this research was to showed the character Aisyah r.a and 

Islamic civilization that portrayed by Kamran Pasha in his novel that related to hadith 

Sahih and Islamic historical books. 

B. Pertinent Ideas 

1. Postmodernism 

Hutcheon (1988:3) state that the term of “postmodernism” is refer to 

contradictory phenomenon, one thing can be use and abuse, it can be appear then 

subvert, and it has contradictory concept. Postmodernism also can be find in various 

fields such as architecture, literature, painting, psychology, philosophy, 
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historiography, etc. Further Hutcheon (1988: 4-5) argues that fundamentally 

postmodernism is a most contradictive things in the field history and politic, but 

whatever the cause of it, postmodernism cannot release from the concept itself that is 

“the presence of the past”. Postmodernism is re-thinking of figurative painting in art 

and history narrative in fiction and poetry and those things that became a critic or 

contradictory. 

a. Historiography Metafiction 

Hutcheon in Malpas (2005: 101) says that re-writing history into postmodern 

fiction called as Historiographic Metafiction is the work of several contemporary 

poets that using several different things of literature to asking about traditional 

method of representation history. She makes term historiographic metafiction is to 

describe literature texts that confirm the past time but also intensely self-reflective to 

rightness concept, as partial thing, refractive and incomplete. 

Hutcheon (1988: 113) says that historiographic metafiction is the scope study 

of postmodern that tell about the right and lies from history and fiction, also tells 

about the novel with fiction genre, where the limits of fiction and history merged 

deliberately. Further, Hutcheon (1988: 114) explains that postmodern fiction has 

characteristics, that is, first historiographic metafiction plays in the right and lies of 

history note or record. Second, actually, postmodern fiction use detail and historical 

data. 

As stated by Hutcheon (1988: 120) that historiographic metafiction show the 

historical condition and history can be discursively structured and debating about 
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implication of ideology. Historiographic metafiction suggest the limits of „event‟ and 

„fact‟ that shared by most of historian, with purpose to look event that can be factual. 

Historiographic metafiction use convention paratextual from history, especially 

footnote to describe and merge the authority and objectivity from the source and 

explanation of history. 

b. Kinds of Reference 

Hutcheon (1988: 153) divides the types of reference into five types; Intra-

textual Reference, Self-Reference, Inter-textual Reference, Textualized Extra-textual 

Reference, and Hermenutic Reference. 

Intra-textual Reference holds that history is not reshaped in any way, but its 

discourse have direct access to reality and do not measure the true reality. Intra-

textual reference states the reality of fiction is an autonomous and consistent formal 

unity. In this case the empirical experience is the real reality. 

Self-Reference or automatic representation indicates that language cannot be 

connected directly to reality. In self-reference raised the name of the protagonist of 

the novel. Self-reference not only sees something coherent, but it also sees fiction as 

fiction. 

Inter-textual Reference or intertextual is a process of reworking the past by 

focusing on reading text in parallel, by looking at the word level and problem 

structure in a work of fiction. Intertextual places textual meaning in discourse. 

Textualized Extra-textual Reference emphasize history as intertext and 

historiographic as factual presentation or event tracking in textual. Textualized extra-
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textual reference tries to get the authority of the document, because it assumes that 

the documents are a trace of the past. 

Hermeneutics Reference emphasizes the interaction between the fictional 

world and the real world of readers. Hermeneutic reference tries to find a sign in the 

form of a word, which appears repeatedly that marks the action of a character in a 

novel. In the recurrent sign there is a discourse entered by the author and the 

possibility of radical ideological change. 

c. The Differences between Postmodern Fiction and Historical Fiction 

Hutcheon (1989: 113-116) says that Historiographic Metafiction includes two 

terms, namely; postmodern fiction and historical fiction. Both terms are known in the 

nineteenth century, and when viewed and interpreted at first glance they have the 

same meaning, but in reality the two terms are not the same, even theorists of the 

difference between the two terms are very difficult to find because their opinion about 

the truth has various the kinds of versions and specifics of the truth depend on where 

the place and culture of truth grew. Not only about the truth, but also because history 

has a very big role in the various manifestations that exist. However, theorists 

continue to try to distinguish the two terms, although there is little they can explain. 

Here the following differences of them; 

In postmodern fiction, it focuses on the character who is an eccentric or 

marginalized figure, and in his novel the author describes the status of his character 

and the facts are used to form the narrative. While in historical fiction focuses on the 

historical idea contained in the story, in terms of historical representations made by 
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the author can be a historical picture with a current version or a historical picture 

different from the present. 

Postmodern fiction uses two ways in the story that is; first, by pitting the 

historical truth. In the sense that there are some deliberately falsified historical 

records. And second, postmodern fiction uses historical data. Meanwhile, in historical 

fiction, Luke in Hutcheon (1988: 114) says that the emergence of historical fiction, 

backed by the inability of authors in using valid historical data in the story, so the 

story is written, the truth is not relevant, because valid data are used for make history 

clear. However, historical fiction adopts both ways of postmodernism in order to give 

a sense of trust and specificity to their work. 

In postmodern fiction, the author does not make the moral decline in historical 

characters. While in historical fiction, there is a moral decline in the main character of 

history. 

Postmodern fiction asks an ontological question like how do we know the 

past? And what do we know now? While historical fiction presents the main character 

of history to strengthen the fictional story, thus making the boundary between fiction 

and history invisible. 

2. The Islamic Civilization In The Time of The Prophet Muhammad Saw 

Historian noted generally Islamic civilization separated into three periods, that 

is the birth of Islamic civilization period, the transition period, and the golden age of 

Islam. This periods became historian‟s references to saw the Islamic civilization. 

Here the following periods; 
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The birth of Islamic civilization started in the 610 M when the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw chose as the Messenger of Allah, until in the 632 M, when the 

Prophet Muhammad Saw passed away. In this period, the Prophet Muhammad Saw 

successed to restore the Madinah and Mekkah‟s attitude and surfaced the Islamic 

civilization for the first time in Madinah after his immigration from Mekkah. In this 

period there were several important events which happened, that is Isra „Miraj event, 

he made brotherhood between Anshar and Muhajirin, historian also noted that there 

are 27 battles which followed by the Prophet Muhammad Saw, 5 amongs them were 

the biggest battle, that is the battle of Badr, the battle of Uhud, the battle of Khandaq 

or Trace, the battle of Bani Musthaliq, and the battle of Bani Qaynuqa. 

The second period was transition period in the 632 M until 705 M. Historian 

noted that this time was very hard period to Muslim, because in this time there were 

several problem happened such as politic, rebellion, slander, the killing of Chaliph, 

civil war, etc. In this period also known as the period of four Chaliph, they are Abu 

Bakar as Siddiq r.a, Umar r.a, Ustman bin Affan r.a, and Ali bin Abi Thalib r.a, until 

the Dynasty of Ummayah. 

The last period was the golden age of Islam in the 705 M until 1566 M which 

marked by the big authority of Islam, the economic power, the development of 

technology, and science which developed quickly. 

3. The Synopsis of The Novel “Mother of The Believers” 

In the novel “Mother of The Believers” by Kamran Pasha, he described the 

shocking facts about the history of Islamic civilization and the character of Aisyah r.a 
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detailly. Kamran Pasha described the character of Aisyah r.a who hates Ali bin Abi 

Thalib r.a because he suggested to Prophet Muhammad Saw to divorced her when she 

was exposed a falsehood. 

In the time of the civil war, Kamran Pasha described Aisyah r.a that sparked 

the war was due to her desire to deposed Ali bin Abi Thalib r.a from his leadership 

after the killing of Ustman bin Affan r.a by the rebels led by the younger step-brother 

of Aisyah r.a. She assumed that Ali bin Abi Thalib r.a was not suitable to be a leader 

before he punished the rebels who killed Ustman bin Affan r.a. Although they had 

agreed to make peace, but the war was inevitable, because some of Ali bin Abi Thalib 

r.a‟s followers denied the peace and fought the whole Aisyah‟s army from Mecca, 

causing Zubair r.a and Thalah r.a to be killed in the battle. 

4. The Positif Statements about Aisyah r.a 

It was known that Aisyah r.a was the wife of the Prophet Muhammad Saw 

who many glories and virtues had noted in history. She was not only known as the 

only girl married by the Prophet Muhammad Saw, but she was also known for her 

powerful memory, her critical and quick-thinking way of capturing information so 

that she became one of the most trusted narrators of the hadith. Not only that, Aisyah 

r.a also has other virtues, here the following hadith; 

Narrated Abu Salama: Aisyah r.a said, “Once Allah‟s Apostle Rasulullah 

SAW said (to me), „O Aish (Aisyah)! This is Gabriel greeting you‟. I said 

„Peace and Allah‟s Mercy and Blessings be on him, you see what I don‟t see” 

She was addressing Allah‟s Apostle Rasulullah SAW. (HR. Sahih Bukhari, No. 

112) 
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Narrated Abu Musa Al-Ash‟ari r.a : Allah‟s Apostle Rasulullah SAW said, 

“Many amongst men attained perfection but amongst women none attained 

the perfection except Mary, the daughter of Imran, and Asiyah, the wife of 

Pharaoh. And the superiority of Aisyah to other woman is like the superiority 

of Tharid (i. e. an Arabic dish) to other meals”. (HR. Sahih Bukhari, No. 113) 

 

Narrated Hisham‟s father: When Allah‟s Apostle Rasulullah SAW in his fatal 

illness, he started visiting his wives and saying, “Where will I be tomorrow?”, 

He was anxious to be in Aisyah‟s home. Aisyah said, “So when it was my day, 

the Prophet Muhammad SAW became silent (no longer asked the question). 

(HR. Sahih Bukhari, No. 118) 

 

Narrated Hisham‟s father: The people used to send presents to the Prophet 

Muhammad SAW on the day of Aisyah‟s turn. Aisyah said, “My companions 

(i.e. the other wives of the Prophet Muhammad SAW) gathered in the house of 

Ummu Salama and said, “O Ummu Salama! By Allah, the people choose to 

send presents on the day of Aisyah‟s turn and we too, love the good (i.e. 

presents etc.) as Aisyah does. You should tell Allah‟s Apostle Rasulullah SAW 

to tell the people to send their presents to him wherever he may be, or 

wherever his turn may be” Ummu Salama said that to the Prophet 

Muhammad SAW and he turned away from her, and when the Prophet 

Muhammad SAW returned to her (i.e. Ummu Salama), she repeated the same, 

and the Prophet Muhammad SAW again turned away, and when she told him 

the same for the third time, the Prophet Muhammad SAW, “O Ummu Salama! 

Don‟t trouble me by harming Aisyah, for by Allah, the Divine Inspiration 

never came to me while I was under the blanket of any woman amongst you 

except her.” (HR. Sahih Bukhari, No. 119) 

 

That were the hadiths which mentioned the virtues of Aisyah r.a which 

became the positive or good statements about her. However, there were several 

people in Islam whosed did not approve the virtues of Aisyah r.a, so there was a 

misunderstanding of the character of Aisyah r.a. The following statement will be 

displayed in the next point. 

5. The Negatif Statements about Aisyah r.a 

In general, negative or bad statements about Aisyah r.a arose from the Shiah 

Islamic group which clearly stated that she was the wife of the Prophet Muhammad 
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Saw who was not very good attitudes. Here the following negative statements about 

her; 

1) In Al-Khisal 1 page 190 by Ibn Babuyah Al-Qumi says that Aisyah r.a has 

mobilized the Muslims to fight the Caliph Ustman bin Affan r.a. 

2) In An-Nushrah page 229 the work of Al-Mufid says that Aisyah r.a is very 

hostile and hates Ali bin Abi Talib r.a so that there is civil war. 

3) In Siratul A‟Immah Itsna Asyar 1 page 4222 says that Aisyah r.a did not 

accept and envy the appointment of Ali bin Abi Talib r.a as the next caliph 

after the killing of Ustman bin Affan r.a 

4) In Ibn Babuyah al-Qumi‟s al-Khisal 2 page 377 says that before the civil 

war began, Ali bin Abi Talib r.a offered to make peace with Aisyah r.a 

and asked her to return to Madina, but she refused the offer. 

5) In Siratul A‟Immah Itsna Asyar 1 page 456 says that the first person who 

start civil war was Aisyah r.a. 

6) In Syarhu Nahjil Balaghah 2 pages 460 says that the rebellion that Aisyah 

r.a did during the reign of Ali ibn Abi Talib r.a because of her desire to 

become her cousin Thalhah r.a as chaliph. 

7) In Ali bin Ibrahim Al-Qummi 2 pages 192 says that Aisyah r.a has bad 

attitude and temperament. 

8) In Tafsirul Iyasy 1 page 200 by of Muhammad bin Mahmud bin Iyasy 

says that Aisyah r.a together with Hafsah r.a poisoned the Prophet 

Muhammad saw until he died. 
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9) In the Book of Ikhtiya Ma‟rifatur Rijal pages 57-60 by At-Thusi says that 

the Prophet‟s wives were prostitutes, including Aisyah r.a, since Abdullah 

bin Abbas once told she that she was none other than a prostitute of nine 

prostitutes died by the Prophet Muhammad saw. 

10) In al-Shirath al-Mustaqim Ila Mustahiqqii al-Taqdiim 2 pages 165 by Ali 

al-Amili al-Bayadhi says that Aisyah r.a actually make an affair as the 

unbelievers alleged to her when the hadith ifqi about her spread. He said 

that QS. An-Nur; 6 is not a verse that was revealed to the Prophet 

Muhammad saw as a purge of her, but to show that the Prophet 

Muhammad saw is completely clean or avoids the committing of adultery. 

That were some negative or bad statements about Aisyah r.a. These statements 

became an indicator to determined the character of Aisyah r.a potrayed by Kamran 

Pasha in his novel “Mother of the Believers”. 

6. The Biography of Kamran Pasha 

Kamran Pasha is a writer, film producer in Holywood, and a Middle East 

expert. He was born in Karachi, Pakistan and then moved to the United States at the 

age of three years, then lived in a Jewish settlement area in Brooklyn. By genealogy, 

he is descended from the daughter of the Prophet Muhammad saw, Fatimah r.a and 

his grandson Husain r.a. Pasha himself is a Muslim who is theologically he is a 

Sunni, but he is more interested in Sufism. 

While in the United States, he attended Stuyvesant High School and graduated 

in 1989, then went on to study at Dartmouth College and majored in comparative 
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religion. After finishing his school at Dartmouth College, he worked in journalism, 

but quit and went back to school at Tuck School of Business and graduated in 2000. 

Pasha‟s writing career and producer began in 2003, he wrote a screenplay 

about the love story behind the Taj Mahal, and several Japanese films titled Kite and 

Ghost Actress. Then he also adapted the Soulmate novel. Then, he had the 

opportunity to write the novel of historical fiction genre, namely A Shadow of The 

Swords and Mother of The Believers. During his career, in 2008, Pasha was awarded 

the Gaia Award at the Moodance International Film Festival, and in 2010, he was 

categorized as ten famous Pakistanis version of Divanee.com. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

A. Research Method 

In this research, the researcher used a descriptive qualitative research method to 

described and analyzed the data. Sandelowski (2000: 334) says that descriptive 

qualitative research has a goal to increase the comprehension about the summary of 

events in everyday. Descriptive qualitative is the combination of sampling, data 

collection, analysis and re-describe the technique. This method uses when the 

researcher needs to describe a phenomena. 

Based on the statement above, the researcher concluded that descriptive 

qualitative research was the combination between descriptive and qualitative 

research, where the researcher need to described the fact and analyzed the object of 

the research. This thing became the purpose of researcher which used descriptive 

qualitative method because in analyzing the data, the researcher need to described it. 

B. Data Sources 

In this research, the researcher divided her data sources into two items, namely 

primary data and secondary data. Here the following data sources; 

1. Primary Data 

The researcher analyzed the novel “Mother of The Believers” by Kamran Pasha 

which has 372 pages and containing 4 chapters. The first chapter has 111 pages, the 
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second chapter has 75 pages, the third chapter has 150 pages and the last chapter has 

36 pages. The researcher analyzed the events happened in the time of Prophet 

Muhammad saw of the novel to find out the historical representation that made by the 

author. 

2. Secondary data 

The researcher took the Islamic historical books, the Al-Qur‟an and hadith 

shahih which related to the events of Islamic civilization in the time of Prophet 

Muhammad saw potrayed by Kamran Pasha in his novel “Mother of The Believers” 

by Kamran Pasha which means that those things as the supporting data of this 

research. 

C. Research Instrument 

In this research, the writer used highlighter and note taking as the research 

instruments of this research. These research instruments made easier the researcher to 

find out the data.   

The researcher took the Purple highlighter to underline the sentences that 

indicated as the point of view of Aisyah r.a and the Green highlighter to underline the 

sentences that indicted as the events of Islamic civilization in the novel Mother of 

The Believers. The researcher also used notes to make the researcher easier to 

compare between the Islamic historical books, the Al-Qur‟and, hadith and the novel 

“Mother of The Believers” by Kamran Pasha 
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D. Data Collecting Procedures 

In this data collecting procedure, the researcher used some procedures to get the 

data: 

a. The researcher readed the novel “Mother of The Believers” by Kamran 

Pasha, repeatedly and carefully. 

b. The researcher underlined the sentences that indicted the point of view of 

Aisyah r.a using the Purple highlighter in the novel “Mother of The 

Believers” and underlined the sentences that indicated the events of Islamic 

civilization using the Green highlighter in the novel “Mother of The 

Believers”. 

c. The researcher copied the sentences that have used highlighter in the two 

notes, first note for the point of view of Aisyah r.a that portrayed in the novel 

“Mother of The Believers” and the second note for the events of Islamic 

civilization that portrayed in the novel “Mother of The Believers. 

d. The researcher collected the hadith or books that explained about the Islamic 

Historical books that explained about the Islamic civilization in the time of 

the Prophet Muhammad Saw. 

e. The researcher made note of the hadith or books that explained about the 

Islamic Historical books that explained about the Islamic civilization in the 

time of the Prophet Muhammad Saw. 
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f. The researcher compared the data between a note from the novel “Mother of 

The Believers” by Kamran Pasha and a note from Islamic Historical books, 

also the books about the history of Islamic civilization. 

E. Data Analyzing Techniques 

After collecting the data, the researcher used some technique to analyze the data. 

a. The researcher displayed the data, 

b. The researcher classified the data that get from novel “Mother of The 

Believers” by Kamran Pasha, Hadith and Islamic Historical books, 

c. The researcher identified the data from the novel “Mother of The Believers” 

by Kamran Pasha that refered to the sentences about the point of view of 

Aisyah r.a and the events of Islamic civilization in the time the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw, 

d. The researcher categorized the events of Islamic civilization in the time of the 

Prophet Muhammad Saw which got from the novel “Mother of The 

Believers” by Kamran Pasha which refered to the same story or explanation 

from hadith and Islamic Historical books, 

e. The researcher analyzed the data using Historiography Metafiction by Linda 

Hutcheon (1988) where, the researcher focus on the representation of the 

author of the novel “Mother of The Believers” and reference of the the events 

of Islamic civilization in the time of the Prophet Muhammad Saw portrayed in 

the novel “Mother of The Believers” to the hadith and Islamic Historical 

books that portrayed both of them. 
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f. After analyzed the data with compared them,  

g. the last technique was concluded the result and re-describe the point of view 

of Aisyah r.a and the events of Islamic civilization in the time of the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw, that portrayed in the novel “Mother of The Believers” by 

Kamran Pasha which related to hadith and Islamic Historical books.
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. FINDINGS 

This part consists of findings of the research which contained two research 

questions. Since the research has done some procedures in collected, and analyzed the 

data this research found two extremely assumptions about the events of the history of 

Islamic civilizations in the time of the Prophet Muhammad Saw and the characters of 

Aisyah r.a. portrayed by Kamran Pasha in his novel “Mother of The Believers”, that 

there was strongly reconstruction of the events of the historical events, and strangely 

enough character of Aisyah r.a. portrayed by the author. 

To make it sure those extremely assumptions, this research has done some 

process to prove it. Here the following process; 

1. The Author Portrayed The Events of Islamic Civilization In The Time of 

Prophet Muhammad Saw In the Novel “Mother of The Believers” 

This point contained six categories related to the author portrayed the events of 

the history of the Islamic civilization in the time of the prophet Muhammad Saw. 

Surely each category has several topics events from the novel “Mother of The 

Believers”, and several facts related to its events which found from Islamic historical 

books, Al-Qur‟an, and hadith. Here the following category;
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a) The Similar Events 

This category displayed the events which told in the novel and has similarities 

with the facts found by Islamic historical books, and hadith. Here the similar events 

with the facts; 

1) The Battle of Badr 

This event portrayed in the novel found one the most important thing which 

need to understand because there were so many different opinions about it. Here the 

things below; 

It was the number army of Quraisy and Muslim. In the novel, the author 

portrayed that Quraisy army has one thousand soldiers, but Muslim just has very little 

soldiers.  

“an army of a thousand heavily armed Meccans was marching north to 

trap us...” (Page 134) 

 

“I guessed that Mecca had a two to one advantage ( I would later learn that 

it was three to one)...” (Page 135) 

 

“And even the Messenger ordered a small party of three hundred men to lie 

in wait for the caravan at the outskirts of Medina..” (Page 134) 

 

Based on the quotations above, this research found some facts related to the 

first things which took from the Islamic historical books, Al-Qur‟an, and hadith. Here 

the following facts; 

Al-Mubarakfury (1993: 301-309) says that in the battle of Badr, the Muslim 

army as much as three hundred thirteen soldiers, those mentioning three hundred 

fourteen, and three hundred seventeen soldiers. Eighty two from Muhajirin, some 
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mention eighty three, and eighty six. Sixty one from Aus, and one hundred seventy 

from Khazraj. They brought seventy camels, and two horses ridden by Az-Zubair Ibn 

al-Awwam, and Miqdad bin al-Aswad al-Kindi. While Quraisy army as much as one 

thousand three hundred soldiers, a hundred horses, and six hundred shields. They also 

carry so many camels that there was no exact history about the number of camels. On 

the other hand, Khan (2002: 36) says that the Quraisy army at the battle of Badr 

numbered a thousand soldiers, while the Muslims numbered three hundred soldiers. 

Furthermore, the data about the number of army also narrated in a hadith: 

Narrated by Al-Bara r.a: I and Ibn „Umar were considered to young (to take 

part) in the battle of Badr, and the number of the Emigrant warriors were 

over sixty (men) and the Ansar were over 240. (narrated by Sahih Bukhari, 

No. 292 and Page 201) 

 

Based on the statements above, it was implied that the number of Qurays and 

Muslim army in the battle of Badr portrayed by Kamran Pasha in his novel “Mother 

of The Believers” related to the facts presented by this research. Further this events 

belongs to the similar events category. 

Based on the quotations above, this research concluded that Aisyah‟s point 

of view in this events was the number of Mekkah‟s army biggest than Muslim‟s 

Madinah army, then she felt worry about Muslim‟s army will defeat in this first 

battle, even, she thought that Muslim‟s army really defeat because the number of 

Mekkah‟s army whose very big. 

 

2) The Battle of Uhud 
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This event portrayed in the novel found four the most important things need 

to understand. Here the following events; 

The first events was the number of the unbelievers and muslim army. This 

research found that the number unbelievers army numbered three thousand men and 

three hundred horses led by Abu Sufyan, while muslim was still outnumbered by 

unbeliever. There were only seven hundred Muslims and three hundred tribesman 

allied to the shadowy Ibn Ubayy. 

“Abu Sufyan led a force of three thousand men and three hundred horses,” 

(Page 184) 

 

“...while we were able to put together only seven hundred Muslim, along 

with three hundred tribesman allied to the shadowy Ibn Ubayy” (Page 184) 

 

Based on the quotations above, this research found several facts through 

Islamic historical books related to the first things, here the following facts; 

Harun (2015: 206) says that the Muslim army at the battle of uhud numbered 

seven hundred men and fifty archers. The Prophet Muhammad Saw appointed 

Abdullah bin Jubair as the commander of the archers. While there were three 

thousand men of the unbelievers, and there were two hundred horsemen. They 

appointed Khalid bin Walid as commander of the right-wing army and Ikrimah bin 

Abu Jahal as commander of the left wing. 

Kathir (2001: 65-67) says that at the battle of Uhud, the Muslim army 

numbered almost a thousand men, two horsemen and a thousand army. They were 

also supported by the unbelievers of Medina led by Abdullah bin Ubay, but before 

the battle began Abdullah bin Ubay withdrew his army, then muslim just seven 
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hundred army. Meanwhile, to the unbelievers led by Abu Sufyan numbered three 

thousand men, seven hundred army, two hundred cavalry armies, three thousand 

camels and fifteen women. 

Based on the statement above, it was implied that the number of the 

unbelievers and Muslims army on the battle of Uhud portrayed by the author of the 

novel “Mother of The Believers” related to the facts, where the novel and Islamic 

historical books mentioned the same number of armies. 

The second things was the victory of muslim in the first round of the battle. 

This research found that even though the Muslims were very outnumbered by the 

unbelievers, they were still fighting. At first they confronted the unbelievers only by 

using defensive strategies, but when Hamzah r.a slaughtered them on the front army, 

the Muslims managed to turn strategy into assailants, so they managed to force them 

back and leave their camp. This was the victory of Muslims in the first round of the 

battle of Uhud. 

I saw Hamza tear through the front lines, his ostrich feather splattered 

with grime and human remains as he cut down men with the ease of a 

farmer using a sickle on shafts of grain. 

And then suddenly the Muslim defense became an offense. With Hamza in 

the lead, our warriors began to push through, forcing the Meccans to give 

ground and tumble back toward their camp in disarray. The reversal of 

momentum only increased the courage of our forces and the confusion of 

the enemy, and suddenly the Muslims were streaming across the battlefield 

and the Meccans desperately seeking to stave off our advance. I heard cries 

of joy as the stalemate broke and the advantage went to the followers of 

Muhammad. (Page 187) 

 

Based on the quotations above, this research found several fact through 

Islamic historical books related to this second things, here the following facts; 
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Harun (2015: 208) says that the victory of the Muslims in the first round of 

battle of Uhud was spearheaded by Hamzah r.a. who fought bravely. He succeeded in 

killing the unbelievers army in the front row until he dropped their banner. 

Qaribullah (2008: 178) says that Hamzah r.a. Ali bin Abi Talib r.a. and Abu 

Dujanah r.a. were the three most courageous men during the battle of Uhud. They led 

the Muslim forces againsted the unbelievers and killed them who were in front of 

them, and they managed to disrupt the main ranks of the unbelievers. 

Based on the statements above, it was implied that there was a similarity 

between the story in the novel “Mother of The Believers” portrayed by the author 

about the victory of Muslims in the first round of the battle of Uhud with facts 

collected by Islamic historical notes, although the two facts above shows different 

data, but it can be concluded that they were the front line men of the Muslims. 

The third things was the cause of muslim defeat in the battle Uhud. This 

research found two cause muslim defeat in the battle. The first was the withdrawal of 

the unbelievers of Medina. It was said that before the battle of Uhud began, precisely 

when the two armies faced each other, the Prophet Muhammad Saw with seven 

hundred army from the Muslims were waiting for the arrival of the Jewish who were 

led by Ibn Ubay as many as a thousand people. However, Umar r.a got news, that Ibn 

Ubay betrayed them and withdrew his army back to Medina. 

“I heard the steady crunch of rocks as heavy boots struck on the 

mountainside. I glanced over to see Umar, his massive body covered in rings 

of armor, race up toward our position. His face was contorted in rage. “We 

have been betrayed! Ibn Ubayy has taken his men and turned 

back!””(Page 185) 
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“Ibn Ubayy had thought the idea of confronting the Meccan force to be 

suicide and had argued that we should hide in our homes. Medina, with its 

winding streets layered with palm trees, would not be easily taken unless the 

Meccans wished to fight alley by alley, house by house.” (Page 185) 

 

The second cause was the archers who left their posts. It was said that 

besides the Muslim forces betrayed by the Jewish, the second cause of the defeats of 

the Muslims because of the archers who left their post with the intention to took the 

treasures of the unbelievers. They thought that the unbelievers had completely 

abandoned in the battlefield, so they ran away from their post. However, they did not 

having time to took the treasure, the army led by Khalid bin Walid suddenly appeared 

and attacked them, so most of the dead Muslim army were the archers, because they 

have no chance to returned to their posts and were caught in the middle of the 

unbelievers army. 

A young archer named Madani threw down his bow and began to climb own 

the hillside, gesturing excitedly to his colleagues. “Let‟s go, or we‟ll lose 

our share of the booty!” 

Their hearts wild with joy, the archers began to climb after the youth. But 

their commander, a short Aws tribesman named Safi who could shoot a 

rabbit a hundred feet away, signaled to his men to halt. “Hold your 

position! The Messenger has not relieved us!” 

“No need! The battle‟s over!” Madani‟s voice was followed by a loud cheer 

from his friends as they tore down the mountainside and broke into a run 

toward the besieged Meccan camp. 

Safi stared after them, despairing. He turned to look at the Prophet‟s base 

camp across the hillside and saw that Messenger was standing, his face 

filled with alarm. 

“No! Turn back!” The Prophet‟s voice thundered across the ridge. And 

then the horsemen under Khalid‟s command emerged from the shadows at 

the base of the mountain and rode like lightning toward the tiny pass that 

would allow them to attack the Muslims from the rear. (Page 190) 
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Based on the quotations above, this research found several facts through 

Islamic historical books related to this third things, here the following facts; 

Qaribullah (2008: 184) says that the defeat of the Muslims in the battle of 

Uhud was due to archers who did not listen to orders from their commander who told 

them to stay on the post. They also forgot the command of the Prophet Muhammad 

Saw before the battle begun that they have to stay on their posts whatever the 

condition, whether they lose or win. 

Khan (2002: 37) also says that there were two causes of the defeat of 

Muslims in the battle of Uhud. First, because the infidels of Medina led by Ibn Ubay 

withdrew from the battle and the second, because the archers who left their posts 

without the command of the Prophet Muhammad saw. 

Based on the statements above, it was implied that there was similarity of the 

story in the novel “Mother of the Believers” by Kamran Pasha with facts through the 

Islamic historical books. 

The last things was the verse revealed to the Prophet Muhammad Saw about 

the battle. This research found the author portrayed the verse revealed to The Prophet 

Muhammad Saw which told about after the battle of Uhud was over, the Muslims 

returned to Medina, then spreaded the news that Allah SWT had abandoned the 

Muslims in the battle of Uhud, and they wondered about the help of Allah SWT who 

did not came that day. The news grew larger, then Allah SWT revealed to the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw about the cause of the defeat of Muslims in the battle of Uhud and 

they can not blamed Allah SWT for the defeat. After the revelationed of the verse, 
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Muslims began to realized that the help of Allah SWT did not saw who the person is, 

but how someone acts. 

where news of our less sent waves of grief and panic among the people. 

Suddenly small voices could be heard wondering why God had abandoned 

us on the battlefield, unlike at Badr, where He had sent angles to our aid. 

Soon the voice become louder and some began to question whether our first 

victory had been merely the product of dumb luck and there had not been 

any divine intervention in the first place. 

The grumbling was silenced by the revelation of verses in the Qur‟an that 

placed the blame for our defeat squarely on our own shoulders. Had the 

archers not been overcome with greed and fled their posts, victory would 

have been certain. We could not blame God for our own failings. It was an 

important lesson, and the people began to see Uhud as a sign from God that 

His favor was bestowed on the Muslims not because of who they were but 

because of how they acted. (Page 200) 

 

In the novel “Mother of The Believers”, the author did not included the 

verses revealed to the Prophet Muhammad Saw after the battle, even the author only 

described it briefly. However, this research found facts related to the verse revealed to 

the Prophet Muhammad Saw, here the following facts and verses; 

Qaribullah (2008: 194) says that there were several verses revealed to the 

Prophet Muhammad Saw after the battle of Uhud was over. The first verse explained 

the tribe of Salamah and Haritha that made the defense of the Muslim weaken Q.S 3: 

122. The second verse, explained the tribe of Salamah and Haritha who fled from the 

battle and hid behind the mountains, they also did not obey the command of the 

Prophet Muhammad Saw when he called them Q.S 3: 153-154. The third verse, 

explained that the Salamah and Haritha tribes were allowed the unbelievers to pass 

through Muslim strongholds. Q.S 3: 142-143. The fourth verse, described the archers 

who disobey the command of Prophet Muhammad Saw Q.S 3: 152. The fifth verse, 
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described those who retreated and betrayed before arriving at Uhud mountain QS. 3: 

155. The last verse, explained about the desperate Muslims after hearing the news of 

Prophet Muhammad‟s death in the battle of Uhud Q.S 3: 144. 

Based on the statement above, it was implied that the story of the revelation 

of the verse to the Prophet Muhammad Saw after the battle of Uhud as told by 

Kamran Pasha in his novel “Mother of the Believers” was true, but he did not 

specified the verse in detail. This events was a events which relevant to the facts. 

Based on the quotations, this research concluded that Aisyah‟s point of view 

in his events separated into several things that was the number of Muslim‟s army who 

smaller than the Unbelievers army, then she thought they will defeat in this second 

battle. She felt more worried about Ibn Ubayy who has leave them so that the number 

of Muslim‟s army were more less than before. Moreover she started very frightened 

when she watched the Unbelievers fought Muslim‟s army savagely. 

3) The Battle of Trench 

This event portrayed by the author in his novel found one of the most 

important things need to understand. Here the things below; 

It was the number of both of army portrayed in the novel that the Muslim 

army as many as three thousand men, while the unbeliever army as many as four 

thousand men, three hundred horsemen and fifteen hundred warriors on camels, then 

increased to ten thousand men. 

The entire Muslim army, numbering perhaps three thousand men,.. (Page 

228) 
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The desert filled with the thunder of hooves as the Meccan army arched 

steadily toward Medina for the final confrontation. Four thousand men, 

armored in the finest chain mail from Abyssinia, accompanied by three 

hundred horsemen and fifteen hundred warriors on camels. (Page 224) 

 

Based on the quotations above, this research found several facts through 

Islamic historical books related to this first things, here the following facts; 

Abdullah (2012: 94) says that the number of Muslims army as many as three 

thousand people and the number of unbelievers army as many as ten thousand men 

led by Abu Sufyan. They belong to several tribes in conflict with Muslims, namely 

Quraish led by Abu Sufyan as many as four thousand troops, three hundred horsemen 

and one thousand five hundred camel riders, Bani Ghathafan led by Uyainah ibn 

Hashan bin Hudzaifah as many as one thousand camel riders, Bani Asyja led by Mas 

„ar bin Rakhilah as many as four hundred troops, Bani Murrah led by al-Harith bin 

Auf as many as four hundred troops, Salim & residents Bi‟ru Ma‟unah as many as 

seven hundred troops, and Bani Saad and Bani Asad. 

Kusumawati (2013: 222) also says the same thing that the Muslims army in 

the battle of the trench as many as three thousand men and the number of unbelievers 

army as many as ten thousand men joined from the tribe of Quraiysh, led by Abu 

Sufyan bin Harab, Ghathafan and Bani Asyja, led by Mus‟ ir bin Rakhailah. 

Based on the statements above, it was implied that the author portrayed the 

number of both of army in the battle of trench similar with the facts. It was also 

implied that Aisyah‟s point of view in this events, she still worried about the number 
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of Muslim‟s army who still very smallest than the unbelievers army. Moreover, she 

was frightened when she imagined if the unbelievers success to pass the trench. 

4) The Battle of Bani Quraizha 

This research found the events of Bani Quraizha which was an ally of 

Muslims, but at the time of the battle of trench they secretly held meetings with 

Muslim enemies. This news obviously made Prophet Muhammad Saw was angry 

because they had broken the covenant with the Muslims and planned to help the 

Muslim‟s enemy. 

“our spies had returned with word that our enemies had been secretly 

meeting with our putative allies, the Bani Qurayza... The last of the Jewish 

tribes had renounced its pact with us and was now poised to help the 

Confederates.” (Page 237) 

 

Based on the quotation above, this research found several facts related to this 

things through Islamic historical books, here the following facts; 

Kusumawati (2013: 224) says that the betrayal of Bani Quraizha occurred 

before the battle of trench began. At that time Huyyay bin Akhtab who was the leader 

of Bani Nadhir came to see Kaab bin Asad Qardhi. Huyyay asked him to cancel the 

peace treaty with the Prophet Muhammad Saw. Then he agreed to canceled the peace 

treaty unilaterally. When the news reached the Prophet Muhammad Saw immediately 

sent some people to Bani Quraizha to confirm the truth. 

Abdullah (2012: 99) says the same thing, that the cause of the battle of Bani 

Quraizha because they betrayed the Prophet Muhammad Saw, and they violated the 

agreements that have been agreed through the Madina charter, as one of the contents 
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of the treaty were they will defend Madina if attacked by enemies and they will not 

help the unbelievers, but in the reality they were helping the unbelievers to attacked 

Muslims and not helped Muslims during the battle. 

On the other hand, Harun (2015: 256) says different things about the cause 

of the battle of Bani Quraizha. He said that the angel Gabriel came to him at the time 

of the dhuhur arrived, then he informed that Allah SWT enjoined the Muslims to 

fighted against the Bani Quraizha, then the Prophet Muhammad Saw announced to all 

Medina Muslims that they should besiege Bani Quraizha and ashar prayers at their 

shelters. 

Based on the statements above, it was implied that although there were 

differences statements about the cause of the battle of Bani Quraizha, it was still 

noted in the history of Islam, and from some opinions it can be seen that the main 

cause of this battle was due to Bani Quraizha who betrayed the Muslims by cancelled 

the promise charter of Madina unilaterally. The researcher categorize this events into 

the similar events because there was a similarity between facts and stories told by 

Pasha. 

Based on the quotations, this research concluded that Aisyah‟s point of view, 

she described Madinah‟s condition under the pressure of Ibnu Ubayy who traitorous 

them, she also described her position as the mother of the believers who has to be 

strong woman when all of women became weak and depressed. 
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5) The Hadithsul Ifqi 

This events portrayed in the novel found four the most important things need 

to understand. Here the following things; 

The first things was the cause of Hadithsul Ifqi. Narrated by Kamran Pasha 

in his novel “Mother of the Believers” that the main cause of the slander made by the 

infidels who accused Aisyah r.a. of having an affair with a young Muslim named 

Safwan who had a handsome face. It was told that Aisyah r.a. was fascinated by her 

good looks and because of their young so they had an interest in each other. 

Within hours of my miraculous return to Medina, the daggers of envy were 

bared against me... when the people of Medina saw me returning in the 

company of Safwan, salacious talk of my time alone with the attractive 

soldier began to spread like a brushfire. Nervous whispers fanned into open 

word in the marketplace that I had arranged to fall behind the caravan so 

that I could tryst with my young lover. (Page 282) 

 

Based on the quotation above, this research found several facts related to this 

things through Islamic historical books, here the following facts; 

Qaribullah (2008: 238) says that the main cause of the spreaded of slander to 

Aisyah r.a. because of artificial misunderstandings then questioned by the hypocrites 

and unbelievers who at the time saw her arrived in Medina with Safwan who was a 

Muslim army. This incident occurred after the Muslim battle against Bani Musthaliq, 

she should returned to Medina with the Prophet Muhammad Saw and other Muslim 

army, but because she lost her necklace and then searched it out of her haudah 

without being noticed by anyone, leaved her abandoned by army. She decided to wait 
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for the Muslim army to look for her but Safwan who was also left behind from the 

Muslim army met her and immediately helped and took her to Medina. 

Harun (2015: 278-284) says the same thing with the statement above that the 

main cause of the spreaded of slander to Aisyah r.a. because of misunderstandings 

made up and disputed by the hypocrites and the unbelievers after saw Aisyah r.a. 

arrived in Madina with Safwan after the battle against Bani Musthaliq. At the first, 

Aisyah r.a. did not know about the slander because a few days after she arrived in 

Medina, she got sick so did not know anything, she just know the slander after she 

went out at night to defecate with Misthah bint Abu Ruhm bin Muttalib bin 

Abdumanaf who told her about the slander. 

Based on the statement above, it was implied that the main cause of the 

Hadithsul Ifqi because of slander made by hypocrites and unbelievers. They judged 

Aisyah r.a. has a special relationship with Safwan, accusing her of having an affair 

with him. This event categorized into similar event because it was related to the facts. 

The second things was the reaction of the Prophet Muhammad Saw about 

the slander, and to Aisyah r.a. The news spreaded very quickly, and unreasonably. 

The Prophet Muhammad Saw always tried to disproved the news, but people still 

talked about it and questioned it, until the Prophet Muhammad Saw hesitated Aisyah 

r.a. and told her to be honest. 

“The Messenger of God reacted swiftly, calling the believers to a jamaat at 

the Masjid where he openly declared his rejection of such gossip,... my 

husband‟s trusting heart was no longer immune to the lies. He stopped 

visiting me on our appointed days and I realized with horror that the seeds 

of nagging doubt were beginning to germinate in his mind.” (Page 282) 
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“My husband sat beside me and looked at my face for a long moment...When 

he finally spoke, I barely recognized his voice, for its fluid melody had been 

replaced by a hoarseness, as if he had not spoken in years. “O Aisha. I have 

heard these things about you, and if you are innocent, surely God will 

declare your innocence,” he said, measuring every word carefully. “And if 

you have done wrong, then ask forgiveness of God and repent unto Him. 

Truly if a servant confesses to God and repents, God relents toward 

him.”...The Messenger of God was sitting beside me, asking me if indeed I 

had betrayed him with Safwan in the desert. After all our years together, 

after everything we had endured, he still did not trust me...” (Page 289) 

 

Based on the quotations above, this research found several facts related to 

this things through the Islamic historical books, and hadith. Here the following facts; 

Qaribullah (2008: 241) says that the Prophet Muhammad Saw knew that 

slander was not true, but he waited the coming of revelation which would explain that 

Aisyah r.a. was not guilty. However, after long time the revelation did not come, so 

he decided to go to Aisyah r.a. at her parent‟s house then said Allah SWT would 

certainly clarify if she was innocent, but if she was guilty she should forgiveness to 

Allah SWT. 

An-Nadwi (2014: 134-141) says that the spreaded of slander made the 

Prophet Muhammad Saw be sad and had doubts Aisyah r.a. but thanks to some 

opinions from his sahabah, his wives, and slaves who said they did not know 

anything bad about her only the good about herself, thus making his heart strong. But 

when Aisyah r.a. was sick, the Prophet Muhammad Saw did not save of her as usual 

and did not behave tenderly, he only asked about the news and then left. A few days 

later, he returned to Aisyah r.a who was at her parent‟s home and said; 
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“Wahai Aisyah, sungguh telah sampai kepadaku berita tentang dirimu 

begini dan begini. Jika engkau bersih dan tidak bersalah, pasti Allah akan 

membersihkan dirimu. Namun, jika engkau telah melakukan dosa, maka 

memohonlah ampunan kepada Allah dan bertaubatlah kepada-Nya, karena 

seorang hamba jika dia mengakui telah berdosa lalu bertaubat, Allah pasti 

akan menerima taubatnya” 

 

Based on the statements above, it was implied that the Prophet Muhammad 

Saw showed a strong reaction that Aisyah r.a. was not guilty by tried to seek opinions 

from some of his closest people, although his heart was overwhelmed by anger, 

doubt, and sadness about the slander, but he still believed that she was not guilty . 

However, because of the slander was widespread, and made the weakened of Muslim 

heart, and the revelations that did not come made the Prophet Muhammad Saw 

decided to discussed with Aisyah r.a. about the slander. 

The third things was the marriege suggestion to the Prophet Muhammad 

Saw, from Ali bin Abi Thalib r.a. Portrayed in the novel that The Prophet 

Muhammad Saw was very saddened to hear the news, so Ali bin Abi Talib r.a. 

advised him to divorce Aisyah r.a. and marry another woman. 

“Even if I believe Aisha, the scandal threatens to consume the Ummah like a 

wildfire,” the Messenger of God said with a sigh, “I don‟t know what to 

do.”  

Zaynab‟s eyes fell on Ali, who looked down at his hands for a long moment 

before finallyraising his head to speak.“There are many women besides 

her,” Ali said gently 
His suggestion that Muhammad should divorce Aisha was likely being 

whispered by many other Companions. (Page 286) 

 

Based on the quotation above, the researcher found an explanation of this 

event based on the historical notes. An-Nadwi (2014: 140) says that in connection 

with the slander that made the heart of the Prophet Muhammad Saw be doubted, he 
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immediately called his friends Ali bin Abi Talib r.a. and Usama r.a. to be consulted 

about the slander. Usama r.a. suggested that he remained in his belief and have no 

doubt about Aisyah r.a. for his purity. While Ali ibn Abi Talib r.a. suggested that he 

be less saddened by the slander, there were still many other women, but Ali bin Abi 

Talib r.a. still suggested him to ask his servant who will made his heart strong. 

Based on the statement above, it was implied that the suggestion of marriage 

by Ali bin Abi Talib r.a. was to comfort the heart of Prophet Muhammad Saw who 

was very sad. That Allah SWT did not intend to trouble him through this slander, so 

he said that there were still many other women. 

The last things was the revealed of the verse to the Prophet Muhammad Saw 

about the slander. It was told by the author that several verses were revealed to the 

Prophet Muhammad Saw related to the slander, it was even said that Allah SWT 

cleared Aisyah‟s name and raised hers position through the verse and established a 

new law among Muslims which made them increasingly different from the Jews . 

However, Pasha did not mention that verse. 

The Messenger struggled to rise to his feet, and my parents helped him as he 

steadied himself. And then he laughed, the first sound of joy that I had heard 

from his lips in weeks. “O Aisha, praise God, for he has declared you 

innocent!”... I returned to my apartment that afternoon, and word spread 

throughout Medina of my divine vindication. Not only had God cleared me 

of the false charge, He had commanded a new law in the holy Qur‟an, 

which required that anyone accusing a woman of adultery must produce 

four eyewitnesses to the act itself. And if four witnesses do not step forward, 

then the accuser himself must be lashed eighty times for besmirching the 

honor of an innocent woman. (Page 290) 
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Based on the quotation above, this research found several facts related to this 

things through the Islamic historical books, Al-Qur‟an, and hadith. Here the 

following facts; 

Harun (2015: 284) says that there were several verses revealed to the 

Prophet Muhammad saw regarding the story of Hadithsul Ifqi, Q.S 24: 11, described 

the people involved in the slander and the punishment for them. Q.S 24: 12, described 

those who have good ideas and suggestions to believers. Q.S 24: 15 described people 

who told without reality or facts. Q.S 24: 22 described a reproach addressed to Abu 

Bakr r.a who was disappointed with the Mistah that he had endowed. Mistah was a 

relative of Abu Bakr r.a. who participated in spreading the slander. 

Qaribullah (2008: 241) says that the verses revealed to the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw related to slander were Q.S 24: 11, which clarified that Aisyah r.a. 

was innocent and slander was not true . Q.S 24: 4-5 described the punishment for the 

people involved in the spread of slander. Q.S 24: 22 described the prohibition of not 

providing a living to the poor even though they have done wrong, the verse at the 

same time a reproached to Abu Bakr r.a. who was disappointed to Mistah so he 

promised not to support him again because he has become a part of those who spread 

slander. 

Based on the statement above, it was implied that there were some verses 

revealed to Prophet Muhammad Saw regarding the slander, each of these verses 

explained that the news spread about Aisyah r.a. and Safwan r.a. was not true, but it 

was a slander made by the hypocrites, and the unbelievers who want to destroyed 
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Islam, and weaken the hearts of Muslims against the family of the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw. The verses not only explained the event but also provided lessons 

and punishments for people who like to told and spreaded the word without being 

based on actual facts. Further, this events categorized into the similar events because 

there is similiarity between facts and the story portrayed by Kamran Pasha. 

Based on the quotation, this research concluded that Aisyah‟s point of view 

in this events, she considered that this slander was Allah‟s means to make her 

conscious about her love to human biggest than Allah, then she should know that her 

love for the Prophet Muhammad Saw were biggest than her love to Allah SWT. 

6) The Death of The Prophet Muhammad saw 

This events portrayed in the novel found four things need to understand. 

Here the following things; 

The first things was the illness of the Prophet Muhammad Saw. The author 

portrayed that when Prophet Muhammad Saw got sick, he was at the home of Aisyah 

r.a. then his wives and friends took him to Maymunah‟s house because at that time it 

was Maymunah‟s turn to be with him. 

Several months after we returned from the Pilgrimage, the Messenger 

entered my house one day when I was sewing...“Is it not Maymuna‟s day?” 

I asked, referring to the most recent of my husband‟s wives, Maymuna bint 

al-Harith, an impoverished divorcée whom he had married shortly after the 

truce with Mecca. 

“You will live long, insha-Allah,” he said rather elliptically. “But there are 

times that I wish you would have passed away before me.” 

I was shocked at these words.“Why would you say that?” I asked rather 

sharply,.. 
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“So that I could pray over your body and ask forgiveness for you.” He 

smiled again and rose to his feet to leave…and then collapsed to the floor! 

“My love!” I cried out in shock,.. 

For the next three nights, we gathered around the Messenger as he lay in 

Maymuna‟s bed. (Page 339-340) 

 

Based on the quotation above, this research found several facts related to this 

things through the Islamic historical books here the following facts; 

Al-Umuri (2010: 586) says that the Prophet Muhammad Saw began to got 

sick when he was at Maymunah‟s house after returning from Wada‟ pilgrimage. He 

was sick for ten days then died on Monday the 12
th

 of Rabi‟ulawal. The same 

statement also mentioned by Kathir (2001: 100) says that after the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw completed his duties, he was later severely ill as he returned to 

Madina after performing the pilgrimage in Mecca. He died on the 11
th

 of 

Rabi‟ulawal. On the other hand, Al-Mubarakfury (1993: 212) says that the Prophet 

Muhammad saw ill for the first time on 21 Safar in the eleventh year of hijrah. He 

complained of a headache and then a fever. 

Based on the statement above, it was implied that there were many opinions 

from historians about the date of the death of Prophet Muhammad Saw, but historians 

agreed that before his death he complained ill after performing the pilgrimage, then 

returned to Madina at Maymunah‟s house. This things related to the facts then 

categorized into the similar events. 

The second things was the Prophet Muhammad Saw waiting for Aisyah r.a. 

turn. On the seventh day the Prophet Muhammad Saw was sick, he woke up and kept 

asking about the schedule of the next wives, until the other wives and gave their turn 
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to Aisyah r.a. because they knew that the Prophet Muhammad Saw waited Aisyah‟s 

turn.  

On the seventh day of his illness, the Messenger awoke in the middle of the 

morning and looked around at the Mothers in confusion. “Whose day is 

it?” he asked softly, his voice barely audible.  Zaynab bint Jahsh took his 

hand in hers and smiled. “Mine, O Messenger of God,” she said. The 

Prophet looked at her for a long moment as if trying to remember her name. 

And then he gazed around at us again. “And tomorrow?” Ramla stepped 

forward. “Mine, my husband.” 

The Prophet‟s eyes fell on me and I saw the confusion in his face fade. “And 

the day after?” And then I and the other women understood... And then the 

elderly Sawda put a gentle hand on my shoulder. “The next day is mine. 

But I give my day freely to my sister Aisha.” (Page 343) 

 

Based on the quotation above, this research found several facts related to this 

things through the Islamic historical books here the following facts; 

An-Nadwi (2014: 163) says that in the eleventh year of the Hijriah, the 

Prophet Muhammad Saw was severely ill and he was treated at the house of 

Maymunah r.a. then he stayed at Aisyah‟s house after he kept asking about the next 

wive turn. Furthermore, An-Nadwi (2014: 164) says that the Prophet Muhammad‟s 

reason for choosing to stay at Aisyah‟s house before he died because he loves her so 

much and because she has many advantages that can keep his words and deeds so that 

he chooses with her. 

Harun (2015: 416) says that Aisyah r.a. narrated, when the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw was got sick before his death, he was treated at Maymunah‟s house 

and his wives took care of him in turn. However, as the illness worsened, he 

requested permission to stay at Aisyah‟s house and the wives permitted him. 
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Based on the statements above, it was implied that although there were many 

opinions about the illness of Prophet Muhammad Saw, but historians agreed that he 

spent his last time with Aisyah r.a. on the desire and basis of his love to her. This 

things related to the facts then it was categorize into the similar events. 

The third things was the last prayer of the Prophet Muhammad Saw. When 

the Prophet Muhammad Saw heard the call to prayer dhuhur which was uttered by 

Billal r.a. he woke up, took ablution, and walked out of the room to the mosque. 

Muslims in the mosque were suddenly surprised to see him. Abu Bakr r.a. who had 

been leading the prayer when the Prophet Muhammad Saw sick, retreated and invited 

him to lead the prayer, but he insisted on sending Abu Bakr r.a. to lead the prayer. 

“...I heard the melodious voice of Bilal echoing in the courtyard as he 

summoned the believers to noon prayers. At the lyrical calls of the Azan, my 

husband‟s eyes opened and he rose from the bed. The fever had broken. 

The Messenger of God had recovered. And then my husband stepped 

outside, standing tall and erect like the man he had always been. The 

worshipers had already gathered in straight lines behind Abu Bakr, who 

had led the prayers at the Masjid in the Prophet‟s absence. But at the 

surprising sight of the Prophet emerging from my room, looking refreshed 

and recuperated, there was a tumult of shouts as the believers broke ranks 

and hurried to surround the man who had become the center of their whole 

world. “Lead the prayers,” Muhammad said to my father, clasping his old 

friend‟s shoulder. Abu Bakr blinked in confusion. “I cannot lead you in 

prayer. You are my master,” my father said, “Lead the prayer,” my 

husband repeated. Abu Bakr hesitated and then returned to his place as 

imam of the Masjid.” (Page 343-345) 

 

Based on the quotation above, this research found several facts related to this 

things through the Islamic historical books here the following facts; 

Al-Mubarakfury (1993: 214) says that Anas bin Malik r.a. narrated that the 

last day before the Prophet Muhammad‟s death, Abu Bakr r.a. and other Muslims 
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who at that time were in the mosque to perform the prayers, were surprised by his 

coming from Aisyah‟s house, then he told Abu Bakr r.a. to lead the prayer. 

Al-Umuri (2010: 588) says that as the Prophet Muhammad Saw got sick, he 

told Aisyah r.a. to tell Abu Bakr r.a. that he should lead the prayer, but she tried to 

reject his request so the muslim would not empathize with his father, but he insisted 

on the request, so Abu Bakr r.a. executed it. Then the Prophet Muhammad Saw went 

to the mosque with the help of Abbas r.a. and Ali bin Abi Talib r.a. then performed 

the prayer and delivered the sermon for the last time. 

However, Harun (2015: 424) says the same statements above by using hadith 

because based on his opinion that there were many narrations of hadith that told the 

last prayer of the Prophet Muhammad Saw with Abu Bakr r.a. as the leader of the 

prayer. The first narration came from Zuhri, he said that Hamzah bin Abdullah r.a. 

told him that Aisyah r.a. said that as the Prophet Muhammad Saw got sick, he told 

her to inform Abu Bakr r.a. that he should lead the prayer, but she refused the request, 

but since the Prophet Muhammad Saw was very insistent on his request, Abu Bakr 

r.a. led the prayer. The second narration came from Anas bin Malik r.a. that on 

Monday when the Sahabah and Muslims want to perform their morning prayers, they 

were shocked by the Prophet Muhammad Saw appearanced in the mosque, thus 

making the Shaf of the prayer into a mess, then he told them to retidy the shaf. Then, 

he ordered Abu Bakr r.a. to lead the prayer, at first he refused but the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw insisted, then he lead the prayer. 
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Based on the statements above, it was implied that there were many 

statements about the last prayer of the Prophet Muhammad Saw led by Abu Bakr r.a., 

but every historian shows this facts, so it is concluded that at that time Abu Bakr r.a. 

was indeed leading the prayer. The appointment of Abu Bakr r.a. as the leader of the 

prayer by the Prophet Muhammad Saw made Muslims agree to make him the first 

caliph or leader of the Prophet Muhammad Saw after he died. This things related to 

the fact, then it was categorize into the similar events. 

The last things was the Prophet Muhammad Saw gived question about the 

World and Hereafter. When the Prophet Muhammad Saw was sleeping in Aisyah‟s 

arms, she heard him spoke that he chose the hereafter. Then, he breathed a long time 

followed by a Shahada sentence. 

The Messenger lay down with his head against my breast...And then the 

Messenger spoke, his voice loud and clear and strong. “No,” he said, as if 

responding to a question. “I choose the supreme communion in 

Paradise…with those upon whom God has showered His favors…the 

prophets and the saints and the martyrs and the righteous…most excellent 

for communion are they…” 
“O God…” I heard him say, his voice now faint and distant. “With the 

supreme communion…” And then Muhammad‟s eyes closed and I felt the 

last breath emerge from his breast and fly away to heaven... His head grew 

heavy against my heart and he was gone. (Page 346-347) 

 

Based on the quotation above, this research found several fact related to this 

things through the Islamic historical books, and hadith. Here the following facts; 

Al-Umuri (2010: 589) says that after entered the time of dhuha, the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw asked to brush his teeth by using siwak, then Aisyah r.a. took siwak 

from Abdurahman then softened it. After that, he fell asleep in Aisyah‟s arm, then she 
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heard him say about the people who were given the favor by Allah SWT, then he 

repeated it with the sentence Ar-Rafiq Al-A‟laa. 

An-Nadwi (2014: 166) says that Aisyah r.a said, 

“Rasulullah bersabda, „Sesungguhnya seorang Nabi tidak akan meninggal 

dunia sampai ia mengetahui tempatnya di surga, kemudian mereka diberi 

pilihan‟. (HR. Al-Bukhari and Muslim) 

 

Based on the statements above, it was implied that although there were many 

statements about the death of Prophet Muhammad Saw, but the historians agreed that 

before he died, he was given time to choose between the world and the hereafter, then 

he chose the hereafter, and died when in Aisyah‟s arm. This things related to the 

facts, then it was categorize into the similar events. 

Based on the quotation, this research concluded that Aisyah‟s point of view 

in this event was, she considered that this event was cause of disputes in Muslim who 

happened after the Prophet Muhammad Saw passed away, because after he passed 

away, there were several disputes appeared. It started from untrue Prophet before and 

after the Prophet Muhammad Saw passed away, the tribe outside Madinah who has 

gathered by the Prophet, started to bertrayed, until the disputes about the chaliph. 

b) The Differences Events 

This events displayed several story which told in the novel and the stories have 

different explanationed with the facts found by the Islamic historical books, Al-

Qur‟an, and hadith. Here the following differences events; 
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1) The Miracles in the battle of Badr 

The author on his novel that there was three amazing miracles happened 

during the battle of Badr. Here the following miracles; 

The first miracles was sandstorm. The author portrayed in the novel, that one 

of the miracles happened during the battle of Badr was the sandstorm that devastated 

Quraisy‟s camp, also among them killed because of the sandstorm. It was said that 

the sandstorm, already beginning to appear when the battle began. 

“At that instant, the wind rose and began to howl like a jackal. The sudden 

gusts stirred the sands, causing clouds of dust to rise from the rocky earth.” 

(Page 140) 

 

“The Muslims charged straight at the Meccan army even as the wind raged 

and sent a cloud of sand toward the Quraysh… The Meccans fought back 

desperately, but their efforts were impeded by the sudden raging sandstorm 

that had descended on them from all sides” (Page 140) 

 

“The wind died down and I could see that Muslims had broken through the 

Meccan defenses. The enemy camp was uprooted and the pagans were in 

disarray.” (Page 141) 

 

The second miracles was the strength line of the Muslim army. The author 

portrayed in the novel that in the battle of Badr although the Muslim‟s army were 

greatly outnumbered by the Quraisy, but their formation made them like an invincible 

force. The Muslim‟s formation was the same as regulated and disciplined prayer. 

“And then I saw the front lines of our raiding party move into perfectly 

straight formation behind the Prophet, heads held up, weapons at the 

ready. The contrast between them and the disorganized and slouching 

Meccan soldiers was striking… The Muslims were not three hundred 

individual men facing a thousand. They were one giant body that moved 

and acted in unison.”(Page 140) 
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The last miracles was the angels participated in the battle of Badr. The 

author portrayed in the novel that when the Quraisy attacked the Muslim they saw the 

crowds of other army outside them, they wore white clothes and riding a stallion, also 

they massacred the Quraisy. 

“I looked up in confusion and for a moment the cloud of dust parted and I 

thought I saw men dressed in white riding mighty stallions racing through 

the sand, trampling the Meccans under their relentless assault…whatever 

it was that I saw, whether an illusion of the wind or a ghostly army riding 

down from heaven, Abu Jahl seemed to see it as well.” (Page 140) 

 

That were some of the miracles happened during the battle of Badr, 

portrayed by Kamran Pasha in his novel “Mother of The Believers”. Based on those 

quotations, this research found historical notes which discussed the miracles. Here the 

following facts; 

Narrated Rifa‟a who was one of the Badr warriors: Gabriel come to the 

Prophet Muhammad SAW and said, “How do you look upon the warriors of 

Badr among yourselves?” The Prophet Muhammad SAW said, “As the best 

of the Muslims.” or said, “And so are the Angels who participated in the 

Badr (battle). (Narrated by Sahih Bukhari No. 327 and page 221) 

 

Narrated Ibn „Abbas r.a: The Prophet Muhammad SAW said on the day (of 

the battle) of Badr, “This is Gabriel holding the head of his horse and 

equipped with arms for the battle. (Narrated by Sahih Bukhari No. 330 and 

page 222) 

 

The hadiths above explained the participation of angels in the battle of Badr 

with Allah‟s permission. Not only through the hadith, but also Allah SWT told this 

story through His verse; 
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Translation: 

And when thou didst say unto the believers: Is it not sufficient for you that 

your Lord should support you with three thousand angels sent down (to 

your help)?. Nay, but if ye persevere, and keep from evil, and (the enemy) 

attack you suddenly, your Lord will help you with five thousand angels 

sweeping on. (QS. 3: 124-125) 

 

Ghoffar (2004: 131) says that ar-Rabi „bin Anas said: “Allah SWT helped 

the Muslims with a thousand armies, then became three thousand, to finally become 

five thousands of angels. Then, he clarified that the help of Allah at the battle of Badr 

on the warring angel found in Surah Al-Anfaal verse 9; 

                               

Translation: 

When ye sought help of your Lord and He answered you (saying): I will 

help you with a thousand of the angels, rank on rank. (QS. 8: 9) 

 

Ghoffar  (2004: 132-133) says that this verse was the word of Allah SWT, 

which affirmed that the help of Allah SWT in the form of Angels came in succession 

up to five thousand angels. 

Al-Umuri (2010: 374) says that before the battle of Badr began, the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw setted the tactics against Quraisy, where he arranged armies that 

could benefit for the Muslim such as covered the lack of armies, protected them, 

allowed the commander to position armies that were less profitable and allowed the 
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commander to controlled his team. This tactic against the Arab‟s tradition when they 

fought, because usually they used the tactic at the elbow. However, this was very 

beneficial for the armies of the Muslim. 

The facts above found through the Islamic historical books, Al-Qur‟an, and 

hadith. However, there were some differences. Where in the novel the author 

portrayed there were three miracles during the battle of Badr, but in the facts found 

three miracles, but one of the miracles was not same as the events in the novel. The 

author mentioned sandstorms, while in the historical notes, affirmed by Al-

Mubarakfury (1993: 310) says that one of the miracles of the battle of Badr was 

raining on the night before the battle began, where the rain was a blessing for the 

Muslims and they felt comfortable and peaceful. While the rain for the Quraisyh at 

that time was unfavorable to them and they felt anxious and frightened. The author 

did not mentioned the rain in his novel, thus making a difference.  

Based on the statements above it was implied that this events belong to the 

differences events because there is differences between fact and story told in the 

novel “Mother of The Believers” by Kamran Pasha. 

Based on the quotation, this research concluded that Aisyah‟s point of view 

in this miracles which happened in the battle of Badr were a biggest event which 

made her surprised with Allah‟s help from several miracles which happened before 

and when the battle were happened. 
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2) The Size of the Trench in the battle of Trench 

The author portrayed in the novel about the battle of trench that before both 

of army faced each other, the muslim had been made a trench in Madinah round with 

the width nine meters and depth thirty meters. 

“A massive trench had been dug across the northern passes into Medina. 

From where he stood, Huyyay estimated that it was thirty feet wide and 

perhaps a hundred feet deep.” (Page 228) 

 

Based on the quotation above, this research found several facts related to this 

things through the Islamic historical books, here the following facts; 

Kusumawati (2013: 223) says that historians differed over the trenches and 

lengths, but they concluded that the trenches extend from the east to north, even to the 

west of Madinah, then slightly toward southern Madinah. 

Qaribullah (2008: 221) says that Muslims did not need a very long trench 

because the building of mutually overlapping houses were able to become a 

stronghold of Muslims, especially in the outskirts of the city there were bastions of 

Bani Qurayza that provide additional protection and outside the city leading to 

Northwest there were rocks that can not be penetrated. In essence, Qaribullah did not 

mentioned the size of the trench, but he only described the state of Medina at that 

time.  

Based on the statements above, it was implied that every historian has a 

different opinion about the size of the trench, but the very important fact was the 

Prophet Muhammad Saw along with the Muslims made the moat as the bastion of the 
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Muslims against the unbelievers attack. Further, this event belong to the differences 

events category. 

Based on the quotation, this research concluded that Aisyah‟s point of view 

in this event that Aisyah considered that the trench made by Muslim were the widest, 

tallest, and longest trench, so that there was no possibility for the unbeliever to pass 

it. However, because the trench which limited Madinah‟s access from outside, it 

made the Muslim especially women, children, and adult be suffered because the less 

of food. 

3) The Prophet Muhammad Saw dreamed about His Wife 

This research found an event about the wedding of the Prophet Muhammad 

Saw with Aisyah r.a. which had begun before Khadijah r.a. died, where she had told 

to Aisyah r.a. to be with the Prophet Muhammad Saw because she was his soulmate. 

Then, after the death of Khadijah r.a. the Prophet Muhammad Saw dreamed that 

Gabriel came to him with something covered with silk, Gabriel said that she was his 

wife, after he opened, she was Aisyah r.a, then the Prophet Muhammad Saw told the 

dream to Abu Bakr r.a. 

“The angel Gabriel came to him carrying a bundle of green silk,” Abu 

Bakar said slowly. “When the Prophet asked what was in the bundle, the 

angel said: „your wife‟. And then he unrolled the silk and the Prophet saw 

a girl”. Abu bakar stopped… “He saw Aisyah” 
“What do we do?” Ummu Ruman voice wa shrill, like a lamb bleating at the 

first sight of the sacrificial knife. 

“we obey God” he said simply. (Page 95) 

 

Based on the quotation above, this research found several facts related to this 

event through the Islamic historical books, and hadith. Here the following facts; 
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Qaribullah (2008: 98) says that when the Prophet Muhammad Saw was fifty 

years old, a man came to him with a figure covered with silk cloth, the man said that 

she was his wife, after he opened it, she was Aisyah r.a, because at the time the 

Prophet Muhammad Saw knew that Abu Bakr r.a. had match Aisyah r.a. with Jubair 

ibn Mutim, so he only said that if it was true then Allah will make it happened. Then 

a few nights later, while the Prophet was asleep, Gabriel met him in his dream, he 

brought a figure covered with silk, after he was opened, she was Aisyah r.a. then he 

again said that if it was true then Allah will make it happen. The Prophet Muhammad 

Saw did not tell the dream to anyone even to Abu Bakr r.a. but one day, Khawlah r.a. 

advised the Prophet Muhammad Saw to marry, so she gave a choice if the virgin one 

was Aisyah r.a. but the window one was Sawdah r.a. then he told her to submitted his 

application to the two women. When Khawlah r.a. had delivered the message to Abu 

Bakr r.a., he went to met Mutim to cancelled the match between Jubair and Aisyah 

r.a. 

Sulaiman (2014: 47) says the same thing that before Aisyah r.a. and Sawdah 

r.a. married the Prophet Muhammad Saw, Khawlah r.a. who submitted the Prophet 

Muhammad‟s proposal to Abu Bakr r.a. Only on this An-Nadwi explanation, he says 

that Abu Bakr r.a. had hesitated with the proposal, due to his relationship with the 

Prophet Muhammad Saw who was like a brother. In the Arab tradition, a friend who 

was considered a brother, he can not marry the daughter of his friend. Then, Khawlah 

r.a. returned to the Prophet Muhammad Saw and narrated it, then he ordered Khawlah 

r.a. to convey to Abu Bakr r.a. He said; 
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“Go! Tell Abu Bakr, he is my brother in religion, not blood, and his 

daughter is lawful to marry with me.” (Narrated by Al-Bukhari). 

 

Based on the statements and hadith above, it was implied that there was 

different arguments between the story in the novel, and facts. So this events 

categorized into the different events. 

Based on the quotation, this research concluded that Aisyah‟s point of view 

that she felt that her parents should joined her into their discussion about her married 

with the Prophet Muhammad Saw, because she wont her parents praise her as mature 

women, although she were very young at the time. 

4) The Duel Tradition between Utbah, Shaybah, Waleed vs Ubadya Ibn 

Harith r.a., Hamzah Ibn Abdul Muthalib r.a., and Ali bin Abi Thalib r.a. 

This research found an events about the duel tradition that was done before 

the battle of Badr started, this was the tradition of the old Arabs, where they invited 

three people from both sides who will fight to duel one against one. As well as in the 

battle of Badr, they did the duel, from the Qurays they were Utbah, Shaybah and 

Waleed, then from Muslims were Ubayda bin Harith r.a., Hamza bin Abu Muttalib 

r.a., and Ali bin Abu Talib r.a. It was said that in this duel, representatives of the 

Qurays could be defeated by representatives of the Muslims, where they succeeded in 

slashing their necks, but in this duel, due to severe injuries, Ubaydah bin Harith r.a. 

died after successfully killing his enemy. 

…Utbah… He waved his sword defiantly and issued the ancient words of 

challenge. “Muhammad! Here stand the lions of Quraysh”, Utbah said, 

“send forth worthy men to face us or surrender in shame” 
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The messenger pointed to three of his most beloved family members, his 

cousin Ubada Ibn Harith, his uncle Hamzah, and Ali. (Page 136) 

 

Based on the quotation above, this research found several facts related to this 

events through the Islamic historical books here the following facts; 

Al-Mubarakfury (1993: 319) says that before the Prophet Muhammad Saw 

chose Ubayda bin Harith r.a., Hamzah ibn Abu Muttalib r.a, and Ali ibn Abu Talib 

r.a., three of the Ansar advanced to duel, they were Auf, Mu‟wadz and al-Harith. But 

the representatives of the Qurays did not acceptted them as opposed, because they 

were not from high position and were not comparable with them. then, the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw sent his closest family to a duel. 

Based on the statements and hadith above, it was implied that there was 

different arguments between the story in the novel, and facts. So this events 

categorized into the different events. 

Based on the quotation, this research concluded that Aisyah‟s point of view 

in this point that this events she got a lesson that every victory there were paint which 

remembered by the Prophet Muhammad Saw as he sacrificed his closest family to 

fight the unbelievers. 

5) The cause of the Muslim‟s Victory in The Battle of Trench 

This research found an event about the Muslim‟s victory in the battle of 

trench because of unstable natural conditions, sandstorms ravaged the unbelievers 

camp. It was said that the sandstorm occurred for days so that the unbelievers 

resignation from the battle. 
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“The sandstorm had devastated their base, killing men and animals and 

burying precious food supplies under mountainous dunes. Horses had 

bolted at the first sight of the black cloud racing across the horizon, 

decimating the ranks of the Meccan cavalry. It had been a final humiliating 

rout for the forces of the Quraysh and their allies.” (Page 242) 

 

Based on the quotation above, this research found several facts related to this 

event through the Islamic historical books, here the following facts; 

Kusumawati (2013: 226-227) says that the cause of the unbeliever‟s 

resignation from the battle was because of the rumor that they have been betrayed by 

Bani Quraizha, the unfavorable weather and condition for them, the rain and the 

strong winds that occured every day, saturation and fatigue due to a one month siege. 

On the other hand, Abdullah (2012: 97-98) says that the cause of the 

unbeliever‟s resignation from the battle was told that Nu‟aim ibn Mas‟ud, he was the 

one of the Bani Ghathafan, entered Islam during the siege and the strong wind that 

destroyed the camp of the unbelievers. Allah SWT revealed to the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw about the cause of the defeat of the unbelievers in the QS. Al-

Ahzab; 11. 

Based on the statements above, this research found some differences 

between the story told by Kamran Pasha in his novel “Mother of The Believers” and 

the facts that exist about the victory of Muslims in the battle of trench. Although there 

were some similarities but the researcher categorize that the story to the difference 

events because there were several factors in the cause the victory of Muslims who 

was not mentioned by the author. 
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Based on the quotation, this research concluded that Aisyah‟s point of view 

in this event that she was still surprised with the miracles happened in the battle of 

trench, where Allah sended his help to Muslim. She was very grateful to Allah 

because of the miracles the Muslim can win in this battle. 

6) The Battle of Bani Qaynuqa 

This research found an event about the battle of Bani Qaynuqa. The author 

told that this battle took place after the battle of Badr. The main cause of this battle 

because of the murder tragedy that occurred between Muslim youth and Jewish youth 

from Bani Qaynuqa. Pasha told that the beginning of the tragedy of the murder took 

place because of the words of Aisyah r.a. that offended a Jewish youth named Yaqub, 

so that his intentions appeared to revenge on Aisyah r.a. by disgracing her friend 

Huda and mocking the Muslims because of the position of Aisyah r.a. who became 

the mother the believer at a very young age. A young Muslim named Muzaffar who 

witnessed the incident, intended to defend Aisyah r.a. but because of his high emotion 

he kills Yaqub. The Jews who witnessed the event immediately avenged them by 

raiding Muzaffar. The tragedy started the war between Muslims and Bani Qaynuqa. 

The Prophet Muhammad Saw received the news that Bani Qaynuqa sent a letter to 

the Khazraj tribal leader, Abdullah bin Ubay, to join and expel the Muslims from 

Medina. The Muslims besieged the Bani Qaynuqa in the township and entered their 

village by breaking down the fort by using a battering beam. However, the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw forgave them at the request of Ibnu Ubay who came that day to him. 
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“the prophets of Jews were rich” she said “why does the Prophet of the 

Arabs have to be poor?” Huda asked ...I laughed. “maybe the Jews get a 

better deal because they are Chosen” it was a stupid comment by a girl too 

young to know that words have power... But as we moved away from the 

table of the Jewish goldsmith, our words lingered. A young man named 

Yacub, the hotheaded nephew of the old merchant, heard us and was 

angered...“you Arabs call your children your mothers! He sneered. “no 

wonder you can‟t tell your head from your asses! Although as mother‟s 

asses go, she certainly has a nice one. Maybe next time we‟ll see hers, not 

just her friend‟s” Yaqub said...Faster than my eye could follow, Muzaffar 

pulled out a small knife and slit Yacub‟s throat with the practiced skill of a 

butcher... (Page 166) 

 

“and there were rumors that the chiefs of Qaynuqa were sending urgent 

messages to Abdallah bin Ubayy, the treacherous leader of the Khazraj... If 

the Khazraj matched them, then perhaps together they could werst the 

oasis from the sorcerer...the Bani Qaynuqa were friendless and alone. The 

Messenger considered their renunciation of his treaty an act of war and 

had besieged the settlement... As war drums resounded, announcing to the 

Bani Qaynuqa their approaching...” (Page 168) 

 

“By God I will not, until you promise to treat them well,” he said, and I 

saw in his face what appeared to be real paon. “The Bani Qaynuqa have 

four hundred men without mail and three hundred armored. Not much of an 

army, but in all the years before you came to Medina, those men were my 

sole protection from my enemies. This Arab lives because those Jews saved 

him” Ibnu Ubay said... The Messenger looked at him. When he spoke, his 

voice was firm but compassionate.“I give you their lives” was all he said.” 

(Page 168) 

 

Based on the quotation above, this research found several facts related to this 

event through the Islamic historical books, here the following facts; 

Harun (2015: 200-201) said that the main cause of the battle of Bani 

Qaynuqa was because of the ignorance of goldsmith of Jewish who wanted to see the 

face of a veiled Arab Muslim woman. This aroused the anger of the Muslims and 

immediately attacked the goldsmith. The Jews who witnessed the event were very 

angry and immediately attacked the Muslims and there was a war between them. 
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After the event of the market, the Prophet Muhammad Saw besieged the village of 

Bani Qaynuqa until they were willing to fulfill his law. However, the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw forgave them at the request of Ibn Ubay. 

Based on the statement above, this research found differences in the story 

told by Kamran Pasha in his novel “Mother of the Believers” with the facts. It was 

implied that this events include to different event although there was little similiarity. 

Based on the quotation, this research concluded that Aisyah‟s point of view 

in this event that she was the cause of the battle between Bani Qaynuqa and Muslim. 

It started by her joke which unaccepted by man from Bani Qaynuqa. Furthermore, her 

joke made the relation between Muslim and Bani Qaynuqa be broke. 

7) The cause of The Battle of Badr 

This research found an event that tells the cause of the battle of Badr. In the 

novel “Mother of the Believers” by Kamran Pasha, it was told that the cause of the 

battle of Badr was because of the Quraysh who robbed the possessions of the 

Muslims then they sold them. This news reaches the Sahaba so they propose to take 

the fight, because they assume if the Quraysh continue in leave without any resistance 

from the Muslims, then they will increasingly outrageous to the Muslims. 

“O Messenger of God, we need your counsel,” he said, and the gravity of his 

voice caused a change in my husband‟s demeanor. 

As the Messenger sat in a circle with his followers, Umar spoke of the 

current crisis. “we have received troubling word from Mecca,” he said. 

“the Meccans have stolen the property of the Muhajirin and have sold it in 

the marketplace”. 
There was angry murmuring at this news, until the mighty Hamza raised his 

hand for silence. “they have used the profits to buy goods in Damascus,” 
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Hamza said, his booming voice vibrating into the palm trunks that supported 

the walls. “the caravan returns from Syria in a fortnight”. (Page 128) 

 

Based on the quotation above, this research found several facts related to this 

event through the Islamic historical books, here the following facts; 

Al-Mubarakfury (1993: 300-301) said that the cause of the battle of Badr 

was because the caravan led by Abu Sufyan got attacked from the Muslims. At that 

time the caravan was carrying a wealth of property belonging to the people of Makah, 

it was fifty thousand gold dinars. However, this caravan was only escorted by forty 

men. it becomes an opportunity for Muslims to lower the economy of Makkah. 

Therefore, the Prophet Muhammad Saw told the Muslims to prevent and rob them. 

Katheer (2001: 56) says that in the second year after hijrah, the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw heard the news that the caravan led by Abu Sufyan from Syria to 

Makkah was carrying the wealth of merchandise of the Quraysh, so that Prophet 

Muhammad Saw asking Muslims to intercept them so that they may compensate 

Muslims for their abandoned property in Makkah. Abu Sufyan heard of it, then he led 

his caravan on the main line, while he sent Damdam Ibn Amr Al-Ghifaari to summon 

the Quraysh people so they could keep his merchandise. Damdam arrived at Quraish 

and says “Men of Quraysh, the transport camles, the transport camels! Your goods 

are with Abu Sufyan! Muhammad and his Companions are lurking, lying in ambush 

for them! Help! Help”. 

Qaribullah (2008: 137) says that before the battle of Badr, the unbelievers 

and Jews in Medina sent word to Abu Sufyan that he might be attacked by Muslims, 
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so Abu Sufyan sent Damdam Ibn Amr Al-Ghifari to summon Qurays people to help 

them. However, before arriving at the Qurays residents, Damdam mutilated his 

camel, cutted off its ears and nose, then teared his shirt as he entered the city shouted 

that the Muslims attacked and took their belongings. Hearing this, Abu Jahal gathered 

the chieftains of Qurays, soldiers and men who were judged ready for battle, then 

they gathered at Ka‟ba to discuss it and get ready to attack the Muslims. 

Based on the statement above, it was implied that this event portrayed in the 

novel differs from its facts, so this story included to different events. In this events, 

this research concluded that Aisyah‟s point of view that although she was still young, 

but she started to consider that the Prophet Muhammad Saw has a biggest 

responsiblity as the leader by a big group. So that, she has to be a mature girl to 

support him, and accepted Muslim‟s condition. 

8) The News about the Death of the Prophet Muhammad Saw 

This research found an event about the news about the death of the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw in the battle of Uhud was said when Ibn Qamia successfully 

destroyed the Prophet Muhammad Saw steel helmet, so he fell unconscious with a 

face in the blood smeared. Then Ibn Qamia shouted with joy that he had killed the 

Prophet Muhammad saw. 

“Instead of striking the Messenger in the throat, the blade slashed up and 

smashed into the steel of his hemlet. Blood erupted from my husband‟s 

cheek...The Messenger of God lay unmoving...his handsome face marred by 

torn flesh and metal. 

Ibn Qamia looked down, stunned at his accomplishment...His eyes wide with 

the promise of glory, he raised his sword and called out from the mountain 
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side, his voice carrying across the valley lika a trumpet blast. “Muhammad 

is dead! Muhammad is dead”.” (Page 193) 

 

Based on the quotation above, this research found a fact related to this event 

through the Islamic historical books, here the following fact; 

Abu Sa‟id Al-Khudri in Harun (2015: 211-212) that on that day, Utbah bin 

Abu Waqash shot Prophet Muhammad Saw, until his right lower teeth were dated, 

and his lower lip was wounded. Abdullah bin Syihab Az-Zuhri injured his forehead, 

and Ibn Qamia injured his cheek, until two chains of iron hat pierced his temple. The 

first person who recognized the Prophet Muhammad Saw, after the defeat of the 

Islamic army and the spread of the news “The Prophet Muhammad Saw was dead” 

was Ka‟ab bin Malik. He said that he saw his two dead shimmering under his head 

protector, he shouted in a loud voice “O you Muslims, cheer up, this is the Prophet 

Muhammad saw! He commanded to silence”. 

Based on the statement above,it was implied that this event of the death of 

Prophet Muhammad Saw in the battle of Uhud described by Kamran Pasha in his 

novel “Mother of the Believers” was a different story from the facts, where the fact 

was obtained through historical notes in the form of Islamic historical books. 

Based on the quotation, this research concluded that Aisyah‟s point of view 

in this event that she described a terrible condition which happened to Muslim, when 

the unbelievers successed fought them and the Prophet Muhammad Saw. At the time, 

Aisyah was very afraid of to possibility things which will happen if the unbelievers 

success killed the Prophet Muhammad Saw. 
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9) The Cannibalism after The Battle of Uhud 

This research found an event about the cannibalism after the battle of Uhud. 

Pasha described that when the two army had retreated, Hindun went to Hamzah‟s 

corpse took his heart and ate it, then she cut off his ear and nose. The Prophet 

Muhammad Saw who saw the incident only bowed sadly without being able to do 

anything. 

Hindun spoke, in a cold voice that sounded as dead as the men whose 

remains littered the ground beneath her dainty golden slippers. “So here is 

the great Hamza,” she hissed like a cobra, her voice echoing through the 

valley. “They said you had the heart of eagle and the liver of a lion. Let‟s 

see if that is true”... Hindun hold up Hamza‟s liver high for the men of both 

camps to see. And then she put it in her mouth and ate it, the blood of 

Muhammad‟s beloved uncle dripping down the sides of her mouth. She 

chewed it and swallowed and then retched violently. Hind doubled over 

vomiting back a portion of the human flesh she had consumed before all... 

she grabbed the knife and proceeded to cut of Hamza‟s nose and ears... 

Hind began to dance and sing around the mutilated body for her enemy. 

(Page 196) 

 

Based on the quotation above, this research found several facts related to this 

event through the Islamic historical book, dan Al-Qur‟an, here the following facts; 

Qaribullah (2008: 192-193) says that after the battle of Uhud, the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw sent Harith r.a. to search for Hamzah‟s corpse. He waited for Harith 

r.a. who did not go back, then he sent Ali bin Abi Talib r.a. to catch up with him. 

They were back, carrying the corpse of Hamzah which has been cut into some pieces. 

The Prophet Muhammad Saw who saw this were very angry and said that if Allah 

SWT gived a victory to him, he will mutilate seventy people. Because his word, 
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Allah SWT were revealed surah An-Nahl the verse 126-128, to remind him that 

mutilation is a forbidden for Muslims. 

                              

                          

                  

Translation: 

If ye punish, then punish with the like of that wherewith ye were afflicted. 

But if ye endure patiently, verily it is better for the patient. Endure thou 

patiently (O Muhammad). Thine endurance is only by (the help of) Allah. 

Grieve not for them, and be not in distress because of that which they 

devise. Lo! Allah is with those who keep their duty unto Him and those who 

are doers of good. (QS. 16: 126-128) 

 

On the other hand, Harun (2015: 215-218) says that after the battle of Uhud 

was over, Hindun with the accompanying women came, they chopped the corpse of 

those who died from the Prophet‟s companions. They cutted off the ears and nose. 

Hindun also dissected the heart of Hamzah r.a then she chewed it, but she can not 

swallow it then throws it. In addition, Hulais bin Zaban walked past Abu Sufyan, who 

was poking the Hamzah‟s temple with his spear while chiding, then Hulai bin Zaban 

warned him that it was not good, he realized and asked him to keep it secret. Then 

Abu Sufyan met with Umar r.a. he said that the corpse among Muslims had been 

chopped up, he did not want the action but he also did not lash it, he did not forbid 

but he also did not order it. Then, the Prophet Muhammad Saw went to search for 

Hamzah‟s corpse and then he found it in the valley belly, in the state of his stomach 

and taken his heart, clogged his body, cutted off his nose and ears. The Prophet 
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Muhammad Saw feel sad to see the body of Hamzah r.a. he also said that if Allah 

SWT gave him victory in the next war, he will do the same and will chop the thirty 

people from his enemy. However, then Allah SWT revealed to him the Surah An-

Nahl verses 126-127 that it was very forbidden in Islam, and the Prophet Muhammad 

Saw must be fair and in accordance with the law of qisas. So the Prophet Muhammad 

Saw forgave the action and forbade Muslims to chop off the corpse. 

Based on the statement above, this research found a very significant 

difference in the novel “Mother of The Believers” by Kamran Pasha with facts 

through the Islamic historical books. Moreover, this events belongs to the different 

event because the story was different from the actual facts though there was little in 

common. 

Based on the quotation, this research concluded that Aisyah‟s point of view 

in this event that she considered that every victory got by the Prophet Muhammad 

Saw, there was a deeply paint which remembered by him. 

10) The Expulsion of Bani Nadhir 

This research found an event about the expulsion of Bani Nadhir. Starting 

from the bickering between the Muslims and Bani Nadhir in the market until the 

killing of both sides, the Prophet Muhammad Saw advised the Bani Nadhir leaders to 

made peace but they refused, after the battle of Uhud was over, the leader of Bani 

Nadhir invited the Prophet Muhammad Saw to peace and dinner at his house with 

some Sahaba. However, while performing the evening prayers some people from 

Bani Nadhir tried to kill the Prophet Muhammad Saw by throwing stones from the 
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roof of the house where he executed the prayer, Aisyah r.a. was lucky to saw the men 

immediately rescue him. Huyyay (the chiefman of Bani Nadhir) immediately went to 

the Prophet Muhammad Saw and pretended not to know about it, the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw was so angry and he told the Bani Nadhir to leave Madinah, at first 

Huyyay refused, but the Prophet Muhammad Saw immediately threatened him so he 

could not afford say something again. A few days later, Huyyay and his followers left 

Madinah. 

My husband had been invited to a dinner at the home of Huyayy ibn Akhtab, 

the leader of Jewish tribe of Bani Nadir. His request for their help in paying 

the blood money to the Bedouins had been received with surprising 

graciousness. Huyayy had sent word that he wished to begin a new era in 

relations between their peoples... (Page 204) 

 

My husband stepped forward with dignity and took hold of Huyayy‟s richly 

embroidered lapel. “the Bani Nadir have broken the Treaty of Medina with 

their treachery. Your lands are forfeit”...Huyayy‟s fawning mask fell and 

his face twisted into an ugly sneer. “you do not have enough men to compel 

the Bani Nadir to abandon their homes”...The Messenger did not move. His 

eyes remained locked with his adversary‟s poisonous gaze. “Once the Bani 

Amir learn of your intention to kill a guest under guise of sanctuary, they 

will stand by Medina”, he said with the power of absolute certainty “as will 

their allies among the Bedouins. By God, you will leave you homes. 

Whether alive or dead, the choice is yours”...(Page 207-208) 

 

Based on the quotation above, this research found several facts related to this 

event through the Islamic historical books, here the following facts; 

Harun (2015: 234) says that the Prophet Muhammad Saw went to the village 

of Bani Nadhir, when he got there he asked them to pay for the murder that happened 

from both sides and they agreed. However, some of them hid and held meeting with 

the sole purpose of killing the Prophet Muhammad Saw by throwing the big rock on 
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which he sat. At that time he was sitting next to the wall of their house, so they found 

it easy to carry out the murder plan. Finally, Amru bin Jahsh bin Ka‟ab suggested that 

he should throw the stone. However, before succeeding in doing so, the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw received news from Gabriel about the plan, he immediately went 

home ahead of the Sahaba who come with him. Sahaba then meet him and he told it, 

then told the sahaba to prepare to fought and attacked the Bani Nadhir. Further Harun 

(2015: 236-237) says that there are several verses that tell about the expulsion of Bani 

Nadhir, namely QS. Al-Hasyr; 2-3, Al-Hasyr; 5-7, Al-Hasyr; 11-17. 

Qaribullah (2008: 199-201) says the same thing with the statement above, 

that the Prophet Muhammad Saw asked Huyyay to peace and he agreed, but Huyyay 

told Prophet Muhammad Saw and his Sahaba to stay while eating, and Gabriel came 

to him delivered that Huyyay was planning to kill him. He returned to his home ahead 

of the Sahaba, then when they met the Prophet Muhammad Saw, he recounted it. 

Then he sent Muhammad, Maslamah‟s son to the Bani Nadhir to delivered a message 

that they were given ten days to prepare to leave their homes, otherwise the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw would fight them. At first Huyyay and his followers were about to 

prepare, but Ibn Ubayy came and convinced him to stay and fight, he promised to 

help him. Huyyay agreed until he sent a letter to the Prophet Muhammad Saw that 

they would not go, then the Prophet Muhammad Saw announced that the Jews 

declared war. The wartime came, but Ibn Ubayy did not come to help Huyyay, while 

the Muslims continued to fight outside the strongholds of Bani Nadhir. So ten days 

later Huyyay gave up and agreed to leave their home. It is mentioned by Qaribullah 
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that there are some verses about this event that were Q.S Al-Hasyr; 5 & Al-Hasyr; 8-

9. 

Based on the statement above, it was implied that the facts was not the same 

story told by Kamran Pasha in his novel “Mother of the Believers” so that this event 

belongs to the category of differences event. 

Based on the quotation, this research concluded that Aisyah‟s point of view 

in this event that she was a brave woman who success saved the Muslim and the 

Prophet Muhammad Saw from Bani Nadhir‟s treat. 

11) The Punishment for Bani Quraizha 

This research found an event about the punishment for Bani Quraizha, that 

after the siege by Muslims against the village of Bani Quraizha, there must have been 

some resistance from them but in the end they were defeated and the Muslims 

succeeded in raiding into the Bani Quraizha village. After that, there came a time of 

punishment for Bani Quraizha. The Prophet Muhammad Saw asked Sa‟d bin Muadh 

to gave them punishment, and then Sa‟d asked a rabbi named Ibn Sallam to recite the 

punishment for Banu Quraizha based on the Torah, that every man from Bani 

Quraizha must be killed while women and children were left alive and all their 

possessions can become spoils. 

“Ibn Sallam, what does your Torah say about the fate of a tribe that makes 

war upon itsneighbors?” 

“In Devarim, which the Greeks call Deuteronomy, in chapter twenty, verses 

ten through fourteen, the Lord says: „When thou comest nigh unto a city to 

fight against it, then proclaim peace unto it. And it shall be, if it make thee 

answer of peace, and open unto thee, then it shall be, that all the people 

that is found therein shall be tributaries unto thee, and they shall serve 
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thee. And if it will make no peace with thee, but will make war against 

thee, then thou shalt besiege it. And when the Lord thy God hath delivered 

it into thine hands, thou shalt smite every male thereof with the edge of the 

sword. But the women, and the little ones, and the cattle, and all that is in 

the city, even all the spoil thereof, shalt thou take unto thyself; and thou 

shalt eat the spoil of thine enemies, which the Lord thy God hath given 

thee.‟” (Page 248) 

 

Based on the quotation above, this research found several facts related to this 

event through the Islamic historical books, here the following facts; 

Harun (2015: 260-261) said that the Prophet Muhammad Saw appointed 

Sa‟d bin Muadh to punish the Bani Quraizha at the request of the Aus tribe, and then 

he decreed the punishment that all men should be killed while women and children 

were made captive and their property will be distributed. Later, the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw said that the punishment was in accordance with the law of God 

revealed from the heavens. Kathir (2001: 77-78) says something similar to the 

previous statement that Prophet Muhammad Saw appointed Sa‟d to punish the Bani 

Quraizha, then they were punished that every man should be killed, their property 

divided and women and children become a prisoner. 

Based on the statement above, this research found a different thing between 

the facts and stories told by Pasha. In the story of the novel “Mother of the Believers” 

there was a very long conversation about the punishment for Bani Quraizha and it 

was said that the one who recited the law was Ibn Salam as a Rabbi from Bani 

Quraizha, but in fact that sentenced them was Sa‟d bin Muadh a person who also 

comes from the Bani Quraizha. There was a significant difference between both of 

the data, so it was implied that this event included in the differences event. 
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Based on the quotation, this research concluded that Aisyah‟s point of view 

in this event that firstly Aisyah was disagree with the punishement for Bani Quraizha 

because she taught that it was unhumane punishement, but after the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw explained to her, then she realized that the Prophet Muhammad Saw 

although the unbelievers bertrayed him but he still a kind man, he changed the 

punishment for Bani Quraizha. 

c) The Dramatization Event 

This research found an event indicated in dramatization event category because 

the author looks like portrayed this event extremely dramatically and impressed many 

additional imagination of the author, but in the facts there was no addition of 

imagination or dramatically. The event was the story about Sumayya. 

It was narrated that at the time of Islam grew up in Macca, only a few people 

embraced the religion and on average they were from among the poor and had no 

protection from any tribe, so the Quraysh people were in charge and hated the 

teachings that were brought by the Prophet Muhammad Saw was censured, they 

tortured and forced the poor to stop following the teachings of the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw, they did not even hesitate to kill them. 

The Sumayya family was one of the poor people who follow the teachings of 

the Prophet Muhammad Saw, because she did not get any tribe‟ss protection then the 

ruler of the Qurays, Abu Jahl always tried to force her and hers family to stopped 

following the teachings of the Prophet Muhammad Saw by torturing them in various 

ways, but they remained in their belief, until the peak of Abu Jahl‟s anger as he 
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hanged the family with dates, in the heat of the sun, Abu Jahl repeatedly told she to 

appeal to the gods to be saved but she choses not to plead and spits on Abu Jahl. He 

snarled, and stabbed Sumayya with his cane on the vagina to penetrate hers stomach. 

Sumayya died on the spot, while her husband, died from exhaustion in the sun, and 

Amar was rescued by Hamzah r.a. and other Muslims. she was named the first 

woman to die in martyrdom. 

Abu Jahal gazed into her face, and then nodded. He stepped back, locking his 

eyes on hers. And then, in one fluid movement that was so fast my eyes barely 

captured it, he stabbed her through her vagina, pushing the spear up into her 

womb! Sumaya cried out in terrible agony. She writhed on the tree trunk as 

blood poured out from her womb into a thick crimson puddle at her feet. Abu 

Jahl continued to push the spear higher, tearing open her intestines and 

stomach from the inside. And then her screams ended. And there was only 

silence. (Page 38) 

 

Based on the quotation above, this research found several facts related to this 

event through the Islamic historical books, and Al-Qur‟an, here the following facts; 

Bastoni (2004: 447-451) says that Sumayya came from a poor family and had 

no protection from any tribe, especially her husband Yasir was just a man who moved 

from Yemen and settled in Makkah. They have a child named Amar, he was the first 

entered into Islam, then invited his parents to convert to Islam. Knowing that, Abu 

Jahl who hates the religion brought by the Prophet Muhammad Saw sought to made 

them not convert Islam with various kinds of torture. The family was often tied up by 

their legs and hands, then pelted with sharp stones and heat, then whipped. However, 

any such torture did not succeed in causing them to renounce Islam. Further, Bastoni 

mentioned in his book (2004: 449) that one day Amar was tortured by unbelievers of 
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Abu Jahl‟s messenger until he passed out, in that weak state, he followed the words 

of the unbelievers. Upon realizing, Amar also expressed his regrets to the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw then he said “if they insist you again, no matter, say what you say” 

smiling, then Prophet Muhammed Saw reciting the word of Allah QS. 16: 106. 

                              

                      

Translation: 

“Whoso disbelieveth in Allah after his belief save him who is forced 

thereto and whose heart is still content with Faith but whoso findeth ease 

in disbelief: On them is wrath from Allah. Theirs will be an awful doom.” 

(QS. 16: 106) 

 

Furthermore, Bastoni (2004: 450) says that although Sumayya received a very 

severe torture, but she retained Islam, until Abu Jahal was very angry and pierced his 

chest with a spear. she died instantly, and history records that she was the first 

woman to be martyred. 

Based on the statements above it was implied that this events portrayed by the 

author in his novel “Mother of The Believers” more impressed dramatically, but its 

facts did not mention with dramatically. Moreover, this events belong to the 

dramatization events. 

Based on the quotation, this research concluded that Aisyah‟s point of view in 

this event that although this event happened when she was child but she has taught 

that the faith was the important thing for a muslim, because of that the faith cannot be 

changed from anything even by their life. 
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d) The Short Events 

This event displayed several event portrayed in the novel in shortly, but in the 

facts it was told largely, so it made this event just like short events. Here the 

following short events; 

1) The Year of Sadness 

This research found an event about the story of a year of sadness in the novel 

“Mother of the Believers” by Kamran Pasha which is told only slightly. On page 87, 

Kamran Pasha tells Khadijah‟s death and after her death followed the Prophet‟s 

uncle, Abi Talib, whom he loved very much. Kamran Pasha told the death of 

Khadijah r.a. at length, while for the death of Abi Talib he only narrated it briefly. 

“...shorlty after Khadijah died, the Muslims were struck with another loss. 

The Prophet‟s uncle and guardian, Abu Thalib, passed away,..” (Page 87) 

 

Based on the quotation above, thir research found several facts related to this 

event through the Islamic historical books, here the following facts; 

As-Syibae (200: 28) says that after Khadijah‟s death, the Prophet‟s uncle 

named Abu Talib also died in the tenth year of the apostolate. He was an uncle who 

loved the Prophet Muhammad Saw and always protected him from the interference of 

the unbelievers of Quraisy. 

Al-Umuri (2010: 185) says that before Abu Talib died, the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw came to him and asked him to convert to Islam so he could testify 

for him on the Day of Resurrection, but he rejected it so Allah revealed the QS. Al-

Qashash: 56 that explained that he can not give guidance to the person he loved 
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because the guidance came from Allah SWT, his obligation was only to convey. The 

death of Abu Talib caused the protection of the Prophet Muhammad Saw weakened, 

for Abu Thalib was able to safeguard him with the utmost of the unbelievers of 

Quraisy. 

Based on the statements above, it was implied that the death of Abu Talib 

and Khadijah r.a was the year of sadness for the Prophet Muhammad Saw, because 

they were two of the most beloved by him, moreover they were the ones who always 

protected and defended him. This research classified this event into the short story 

because the novel of this story was only briefly described but in fact or facts was told 

lengthly. 

2) The Isra‟ Miraj Events 

This research found an event in the novel “Mother of the Believers” by 

Kamran Pasha, who told of the Prophet Muhammad Saw went to Jerusalem in one 

night and returned before sunrise. This event called as Isra‟ Miraj, however, Pasha 

did not told detailly about it. 

My father led me through the crowd until we saw the Messenger standing 

just outside the golden doors of the Temple...Abu Bakr leadned close to him 

and whispered. “is that they say true? Did you go to Jerusalem and return 

in one nigth?” 
The Prophet nodded.. “Yes. And there is more. But they are not ready for 

it,” He paused and looked deep into Abu Bakr‟s eyes. “Are you?” My father 

looked into those bottomless black pools. And then without any hesitation, he 

turned and faced the jeering crowd. “If he says he went to Jerusalem in one 

night, then it is true,”Abu Bakr said loudly, his voice echoing the ancient 

stones of the Santuary. (Page 89) 
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Based on the quotation above, this research found several facts related to this 

event through the Islamic historical books, here the following facts; 

Hisam (2000: 72-74) says that there were several important events during his 

night journey, namely; the Prophet Muhammad Saw led the prayer with the Prophets, 

and He chose milk rather than khamar or alcohol. 

Al-Umuri (2010: 189) says that the event of isra‟ miraj happened after the 

Prophet Muhammad‟s journey to Taif, where this event was a gift from Allah SWT to 

him as the present for him after the death of Khadijah r.a. and Abu Talib. This event 

was also justified by Allah SWT through His verse QS. Al-Isra 17; 1. There were 

several important events during this isra‟ miraj journey, that is, the angel Gabriel split 

the chest of the Prophet Muhammad Saw to be cleansed and incorporated wisdom 

and faith to his heart, he went to Baitul Maqdis using Buraq, he became the leader of 

the prayers for the Prophets, he rose in the seventh heaven and met Prophet Yusuf a.s, 

Prophet Idris a.s, Prophet Isa a.s, Prophet Yahya a.s, Prophet Zacharias a.s, Prophet 

Harun a.s, Prophet Musa a.s, and Prophet Ibrahim a.s, he received a prayer order fifty 

times a day, then became five times a day, he saw the Baitul Ma‟mur, he saw the Al-

Kautsar river in heaven, he saw the four rivers, two rivers in heaven and two rivers 

beyond the heavens, the Nile and the Euphrates, he saw the original form of the angel 

Gabriel and he saw hell and its inhabitants. 

Based on the statements above, it was implied that this event belonged to the 

short event because the author just told this event shortly, while the facts told largelly. 
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3) The Direction by the Prophet Muhammad Saw about Qiblat 

In Kamran Pasha‟s novel “Mother of The Believer”, this research found an 

event about the direction of Qibla. where the Prophet Muhammad Saw ordered the 

Muslims to prayed to Jerusalem and fastted in the days of Ashura. however, the 

author did not told details of the event, so the story seems shortly. 

He ordered us to pray toward Jerusalem and even fasted on the Jewish 

Day of Atonement, which they called Yom Kippur and we knew as Ashura. 

And yet the Jews had made it clear that he could not possibly be a prophet of 

their God , since they alone were the Chosen People. (Page 145) 

 

Based on the quotation above, this research found a fact related to this event 

through the Islamic historical books, here the facts; 

The Vista (1427: 252) says that when the Prophet Muhammad Saw and the 

Muslims of Mecca arrived in Madinah, his first task was to build a mosque. With the 

help of the Ansar and the Muhajirin they built the mosque, then he ordered to perform 

the prayer with a direction towards Jerusalem as Qibla. 

Based on the statement above, this research classified this event into the 

short event because in the novel the author only told little or short but in fact or this 

reseach found the story was told longer. 

4) The Direction by Allah SWT about Qiblat 

This research found an event about the direction of the Qibla movement 

which Allah has commanded to the Prophet Muhammad Saw. And then, it made a big 

difference to the Jewish and Muslims. Where previously they had the same Qiblat 

and fasted on the same day, but after the coming of the revelation the difference was 
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apparent. However, in this story, the author did not tell detail even to give a 

description of the verse, thus making this story appear as a story was told shortly. 

“…The Messenger received a revelation that the believers were no longer 

to face Jerusalem in their daily prayers. Instead we would kneel toward the 

Kaaba at Mecca, the House  that had been built by Abraham hundreds of 

years before the Temple of Solomon rose. It was a welcome change, for our 

hearts had always belonged to the Sanctuary. 

The Mihrab, the small prayer niche of palm wood that indicated the 

direction of Jerusalem, was boarded up. A new Mihrab facing south was 

carved. As the Muslims bowed to Mecca for the first time in years.” (Page 

153) 

 

Based on the quotation above, this research found several facts related to this 

event through the Islamic historical books, here the following facts; 

The Vista (1427: 252) says that for a year and four months in Madina, the 

muslim‟s Mecca continues to face Jerusalem, until one day Allah SWT revealed to 

Prophet Muhammad Saw QS. 24: 51 which contained the answer of Allah SWT to 

his prayers, QS. 3: 7 contained the power of Allah SWT, and QS. 2: 143 which 

contained the commands of Allah SWT regarding the turn of the direction of the 

Qiblah from Jerusalem to Mecca in a building built by Prophet Ibrahim a.s. and his 

son Prophet Ismail a.s. 

Al-Umuri (2010: 360) says that some historians argued that before the 

Qiblah faced Jerusalem, the Prophet Muhammad Saw prayer facing the Ka‟ba, then 

facing the Baitul Maqdis after migrating to Madinah. During the sixteen months of 

the Prophet Muhammad Saw and the Muslims praying to the Baitul Maqdis, then in 

the middle of Rajab‟s second year of hijriyah, Allah ordered him to pray to Mecca 
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Based on the statement above, this research classified this event into the 

short event because in the novel the author only told a little or short but in fact this 

research found the story was told longer. 

e) The Verse which did not Found Its Asbabun Nuzul 

This point contained some verses which portrayed in the novel that they were 

have Asbabun Nuzul or the cause its revealed to the Prophet Muhammad Saw, but the 

fact they were not have Asbabun Nuzul, and some of the verses have different 

explanation between the novel and the facts. Here the following verses; 

1) Q.S. Al-Baqarah; 156 

This research found a verse which told the verse was revealed to Prophet 

Muhammad Saw when Khadijah r.a died. 

He spoke the Words of God that had come to him in a Revelation at the 

moment of Khadijah‟s death, words that Muslim speak even today to grieve 

loss and to remember who we are and where we are going.”truly we belong 

to God, and truly to Him are we returning…” (Page 87) 

 

Pasha did not mentioned in his novel the name of the verse, so this research 

found its verse. Here the following verse and its explanation; 

                           

 

Translation: 

“Who say, when a misfortune striketh them: Lo! we are Allah's and Lo! 

unto Him we are returning.” (QS. 2: 156) 

 

Ghoffar (2004: 306) says that the verse above concerned the Muslims who 

when strucked by their misfortune said the sentence innalillahi waa innailahi rojiun 
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with the intention to entertain themselves and surrender everything to Allah SWT 

because they know that they were from Allah SWT and will return to Him, they also 

believe that no deed was missed by Allah SWT. 

Based on the explanation of the Al-Qur‟an of 2: 156, it was implied that the 

essence of the verse was the sentence innalillahi waa innailahi rojiun, where the 

sentence have many benefits for the Muslims. After further research, this research did 

not found Azbabun nuzul of the verse 156 related to the death of Khadijah r.a. as 

mentioned in the novel “Mother of the Believers”. Furthermore, this verse belong to 

the verse which did not found its Asbabun Nuzul. 

2) Q.S. Al-Baqarah; 190 

This research found a verse that told about the Prophet Muhammad‟s doubts 

for war. Because at that time the unbelievers of Mekkah stole the property of the 

Muslims and then sold it, knowing that the shabah suggested the Prophet Muhammad 

Saw to declared war against the Qurays. However, he stalled it until a verse that 

encouraged Muslims to fight. 

Hamza lifted his heavy bow from across his shoulders and laid it in the 

Messenger‟s lap. “there is a time for peace. And a time for war”. My 

husband finally rose to his feet “I will pray to my Lord for guidance” 

I woke in the middle of the night as the Messenger shook violently in his 

sleep… then without any warning, his eyes flew open and I could see them 

shine with the terrifying fire of Revelation…  

“fight those who fight you, but do not commit aggression. Truly God does 

not love aggressors” 
… the choice had been made,… (Page 131) 

 

Pasha did not mentioned in his novel the name of the verse, so this research 

found its verse. Here the following verse and its explanation; 
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Translation: 

“Fight in the way of Allah against those who fight against you, but begin 

not hostilities. Lo! Allah loveth not, aggressors.” (QS. 2: 190) 

 

Ghoffar (2004: 364) says that Q.S 2:190 was the first verse revealed to 

Prophet Muhammad Saw who advocated for war. Thus, after this verse was revealed, 

he battled those who fought him and did not attacked those who did not attacked him. 

Qaribullah (2002: 131) says that this verse was the last verse about the 

command of Allah to fight the unbelievers, the first verse which told about the 

permission of Allah to war in the battle of Badr is the Q.S. 22: 39-40. 

Based on the statment above this research found that there was not cause 

related to the story mentioned by Kamran Pasha in his novel “Mother of the 

Believers” which states that the verse 2: 190 was a verse revealed to the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw before the battle of Badr began. 

3) Q.S. Al-Baqarah; 191-193 

This research found a verse that was sustainable with QS. 2: 190, but in the 

novel “Mother of the Believers” was told separately. 

“The next morning… “and behold!” the Messenger said,  sword raised high 

in his hand for the first time in my memory. “God has revealed these words 

in his Book:  

“and slay them wherever you find them, and turn them out from where 

that have turned you out, for persecution is worse than killing. But do not 

fight them at the Sanctuary Unless they first attack you here But if they 
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attack you there, then kill them. Such is the reward of disbelievers. But if 

they cease, God is Forgiving, Merciful. And fight them until there is no 

more persecution and worship is only for God. But  they cease, let there be 

no hostility except for those who practice oppression””(Page 131) 

 

Pasha did not mentioned in his novel the name of the verse, so this research 

found its verse. Here the following verse and its explanation; 

                           

                              

                              

                       

Translation: 

“And slay them wherever ye find them, and drive them out of the places 

whence they drove you out, for persecution is worse than slaughter. And 

fight not with them at the Inviolable Place of Worship until they first 

attack you there, but if they attack you (there) then slay them. Such is the 

reward of disbelievers. (QS. 2: 191) But if they desist, then lo! Allah is 

Forgiving, Merciful. (QS. 2: 192) And fight them until persecution is no 

more, and religion is for Allah. But if they desist, then let there be no 

hostility except against wrongdoers.”(QS. 2: 193) 

 

Ghoffar (2004: 366) says that the 191 verse was a verse that enjoins Muslims 

to awaken their determination and spirit in fighting the unbelievers, as they are also 

determined to fight and drive them out of their hometown. Neither should the 

Muslims, they should be determined to fight and expel them from their homes. 

However, Muslims were forbidden to fight them in the holy land (Masjidil Haram) 

except for the unbelievers to fight the Muslims in that place. Ghoffar (2004: 367) 

says that the 192 verse, telling Muslims to stop fighting the unbelievers if they also 
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have stopped fighting Muslims and they repent and then converted to Islam, Allah 

will forgive them even though they have killed many Muslims. Ghoffar (2004: 367) 

says that next in verse 193, Allah still enjoins the Muslims to fight against the 

unbelievers until there was no more polytheism, thus making the religion of Allah 

SWT as a religion that wins and excels above all religions. 

Based on the explanation above it was implied that the verses were verses 

containing the suggestion to wage war against unbelievers related to the story in 

Kamran Pasha‟s novel “Mother of The Believers” who said that the verses revealed 

before the battle of Badr began. Although there was no further information about the 

asbabun nuzul or causes of revealed the verses. Furthermore, this verse belong to the 

verse which did not found its Asbabun Nuzul. 

4) Q.S. Ali-Imran; 78 

This research found a verse that told about the verse was revealed to the 

Prophet Muhammad Saw because of his debate with Huyyay, he was the Jews, where 

he gave some questions to the Prophet Muhammad Saw regarding the Prophet Moses 

and the Torah, he denied all the answers given by the Prophet Muhammad Saw, so 

the verse was revealed. 

“But how could that be?” Huyayy responded with the rhetorical flourish 

that now filled me with rage. “you claim that your Qur‟an and our Torah 

come from the same God. Surely they could not contradict each other if that 

were so” 

“Behold what God has revealed to me” he said, and then recited new verses 

of the Qur‟an with flowing harmony. 

There is among them a section who distort the Book with their tongues 

You would think it is a part of the Book, but it is not part of the Book 

And they say, “That is from God,” but it is not from God  
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It is they who tell a lie against God, and well they know it.” (Page 152) 

 

Pasha did not mentioned in his novel the name of the verse, so this research 

found its verse. Here the following verse and its explanation; 

                           

                      

        

 

Translation: 

“And Lo! there is a party of them who distort the Scripture with their 

tongues, that ye may think that what they say is from the Scripture, when 

it is not from the Scripture. And they say: It is from Allah, when it is not 

from Allah; and they speak a lie concerning Allah knowingly” (QS. 3: 78) 

 

Ghoffar (2004: 77) says that verse was a verse where Allah SWT explained 

or told the Jews that in their group there were some people who misappropriated, 

falsified, eliminated the purpose of the word of God and replaced it, for the purpose 

of deceiving those who did not understand, so that they think it was in the Qur‟an, 

then they say that it was from Allah SWT but it did not from Allah SWT, they know 

that they have lied. 

It was unclear when the verse revealed and its reason, because the researcher 

did not find a history explaining it. In Tafsir Ibnu Katsir itself, this research also did 

not find the reason for the revealed of the verse. Furthermore, this verse belongs to 

the verse which did not found its Asbabun Nuzul. 
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5) Q.S. Al-A‟raf; 104-108 

This research found a verse, which in the novel “Mother of the Believers” by 

Kamran Pasha explained that the verse revealed at the time of the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw was bringing Friday sermons. Where the verse told the story of the 

debate between Moses and Pharaoh who were reluctant to obey his command. 

All eyes were on him as Muhammad recited the newly revealed words of the 

Book 

Moses said, “Pharaoh, I am a messenger from the Lord of the Worlds 

Duty bound to say nothing about God but the truth And I have brought 

you a clear sign from your Lord.” 

Pharaoh said, “Produce this sign you have brought, if you are telling the 

truth.” 

Then Moses threw down his staff, and behold, it was a serpent! And he 

drew out his hand, and behold, it appeared white to the onlookers! (Page 

149) 

 

Pasha did not mentioned in his novel the name of the verse, so this research 

found its verse. Here the following verse and its explanation; 

                              

                               

                                  

                            

Translation: 

“Moses said: O Pharaoh! Lo! I am a messenger from the Lord of the 

Worlds, (QS. 7: 104) Approved upon condition that I speak concerning 

Allah nothing but the truth I come unto you (lords of Egypt) with a clear 

proof from your Lord. So let the Children of Israel go with me. (QS. 7: 

105) (Pharaoh) said : If thou comest with a token, then produce it, if thou 

art of those who speak the truth. (QS. 7: 106) Then he flung down his staff 
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and lo! it was a serpent manifest; (QS. 7: 107) And he drew forth his 

hand (from his bosom): and lo! it was white for the beholders.” (QS. 7: 

108) 

 

Ghoffar (2004: 431-433) says that in the surah Al-A‟raf verses 104 to 108 

was a verse where Allah SWT told about the debate between Moses and Pharaoh, 

where Moses invited Pharaoh to worship Allah SWT and released Bani Israil and 

liberated them to worship Allah SWT as well, but Pharaoh was reluctant to obey 

Moses‟s commanded and challenged Moses to proving that he was the messenger of 

Allah SWT then Moses show miracles to Pharaoh which was in the form of a staff 

that turns into a male serpent, and his hands turn white into glow after putting them in 

his shirt. 

It was unclear, when the verse was revealed to the Prophet Muhammad Saw 

and also the cause of the revealed of the verse was not found in this research. 

Furthermore, this verse belongs to the verse which did not found its Asbabun Nuzul. 

f) The Verse which have Found Its Asbabun Nuzul 

This point displayed several verses which have found Its Asbabun Nuzul or the 

cause of the verse revealed to the Prophet Muhammad Saw, included its explanation, 

but some of the verses different explanation which got from the novel and the facts. 

Here the following verses; 

1) Q.S. Al-Ahzab; 28-29 

This research found a verse in the novel “Mother of the Believers” by 

Kamran Pasha, where the verse was revealed to the Prophet Muhammad Saw to give 
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choice to Aisyah r.a. between world or Allah SWT, His Messenger and the hereafter. 

Then, she chose Allah SWT, His Messenger and the Hereafter. 

“Aisha, God has revealed these words to me,” he said gently, but I sensed a 

hint of sternness still lingering in his glance as he recited the newest verses 

of the holy Qur‟an. 

O Prophet, say to your wives 

If your desire is for the present life and its finery, 

Then come, I will make provision for you 

And release you with kindness. 

But if you desire God, His Messenger 

And the Home of the Hereafter 

Then remember that God has prepared great rewards 

For those of you who do good. 

“So, Humayra, what do you choose?” the Messenger asked in a voice that 

was a whisper. Hot tears ran down my cheeks and I looked up into the 

obsidian eyes of my husband…  

“I choose God and His Messenger, and the Home of the Hereafter,” I said, 

trembling with an ache that threatened to tear my heart in two. (Page 318) 

 

Pasha did not mentioned in his novel the name of the verse, so this research 

found its verse. Here the following verse and its explanation; 

Ghoffar (2004: 473) says that both verses were a commanded from Allah to 

the Prophet Muhammad Saw to gave his wives a choice between choosing someone 

else who has world and jewelry, or choosing the Prophet Muhammad Saw and remain 

patient with the narrowness which he has had, but they have an abundant reward by 

Allah SWT. Then his wives choosing Allah SWT and His Prophet and the Hereafter. 

Then Allah SWT gathers the goodness of the world and the happiness in the 

Hereafter for them. 

Based on the statement above it was implied that this verse belong to the 

which found its Asbabun Nuzul because there is explanation about the cause of the 
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revealed the verse by the expert, and there is similiarity between the story portayed in 

the novel and the facts. 

2) Q.S. Al-Ahzab; 32-33 

This research found a verse in the novel “Mother of the Believers” by 

Kamran Pasha, where the verse was revealed because of Aisyah on the wedding night 

of Prophet Muhammad Saw and Ramlah r.a. where she spoke softly to the man at the 

party, then gave negative thoughts from other men. 

“God has revealed these words to me,” he said, and my blood began to race. 

A Revelation had come to address the chaos I had created, and the thought 

that God Himself would intervene in this earthly affair terrified me. And then 

the Messenger of God began to recite the lyrical words sent down from 

heaven, and Iforgot everything except the haunting beauty of his voice: 

O wives of the Prophet, you are not like any other women. 

If you fear God, do not speak softly 

In case the sick at heart should lust after you 

But speak in a firm manner. 

Stay at home and do not flaunt your finery 

As they did in the Days of Ignorance.” (Page 264) 

Pasha did not mentioned in his novel the name of the verse, so this research 

found its verse. Here the following verse and its explanation; 
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Translation: 

“O ye wives of the Prophet! Ye are not like any other women. If ye keep 

your duty (to Allah), then be not soft of speech, lest he in whose heart is a 

disease aspire (to you), but utter customary speech. (QS. 33: 32) And stay 

in your houses. Bedizen not yourselves with the bedizenment of the Time 

of ignorance. Be regular in prayer, and pay the poor due, and obey Allah 

and His messenger. Allah's wish is but to remove uncleanness far from 

you, O Folk of the Household, and cleanse you with a thorough 

cleansing.” (QS. 33: 33) 

 

Ghoffar (2004: 477-479) says that both verses were verses adab that Allah 

ordered the wives of the Prophet and his wives who follow them. Where Allah SWT 

dialogued with the wives of the Prophet, that if they fear Allah as He commanded 

them, they were not equal to other women and unbalanced in their virtue and 

position. The asbabun nuzul both verses were related to the ahlul bait (the family of 

Prophet Muhammad saw) including the wives of the Prophet. 

Based on the statement above it was implied that this verse belong to the 

which found its Asbabun Nuzul because there is explanation about the cause of the 

revealed the verse by the expert, and there is similiarity between the story portayed in 

the novel and the facts. 

3) Q.S. Al-Ahzab; 37 

This research found a verse in the novel “Mother of the Believers” by 

Kamran Pasha, where the verse was revealed, because Zaid bin Haritsah r.a., the 

adopted son of the Prophet Muhammad saw, came to him while he was with Aisyah 

r.a. told that the Prophet Muhammad Saw came to his house to meet him, but he met 

Zainab bin Jahsy r.a. and praised her. Since then, there arose the desire of Zayd bin 

Haritsah r.a. to divorce Zainab bin Jahsy r.a. so she can marry with the Prophet 
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Muhammad Saw. However, Aisyah r.a. reminded them to did not do it because he 

was his adoptive father. In the tradition of the Arabs, the adoptive father should not 

marry the wife of the adopted son, because of that the verse was revealed; 

“today I received a Revelation from my Lord,” The Messenger said in a 

voice that seemed to echo past the mud walls and into the paved streets of 

the oasis. Then Muhammad took a deep breath and recited the Divine 

command: 

And when you said to him to whom God had shown favor  

Keep your wife to yourself 

And be careful of your duty to God 

And you concealed in your soul what God would bring to light 

And you feared men 

And God had a greater right that you should fear Him. 

But when Zayd had divorced her 

We gave her to you as a wife 

So that there should be no difficulty for the believers 

In respect of the wives of their adopted sons 

When they have divorced them 

And God‟s command shall be performed. 

… Allah had nullified the oldest of Arabs taboos that had made the sons of 

the flesh and the sons of oath equal in the eyes of men. (Page 221) 

 

Pasha did not mentioned in his novel the name of the verse, so this research 

found its verse. Here the following verse and its explanation; 
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Translation: 

“And when thou saidst unto him on whom Allah hath conferred favour 

and thou hast conferred favour: Keep thy wife to thyself, and fear Allah. 

And thou didst hide in thy mind that which Allah was to bring to light, 

and thou didst fear mankind whereas Allah had a better right that thou 

shouldst fear Him. So when Zeyd had performed the necessary formality 

(of divorce) from her, We gave her unto thee in marriage, so that 

(henceforth) there may be no sin for believers in respect of wives of their 

adopted sons, when the latter have performed the necessary formality (of 

release) from them. The commandment of Allah must be fulfilled.” (QS. 

33: 37) 

 

Ghoffar (2004: 491-493) says that the verse revealed to abolish the traditions 

of the Arabs that the adoptive father could not marry the wife of his divorced adopted 

son. As well as the marriage of the Prophet Muhammad Saw and Zainab bint Jahsy 

r.a. that has been done in the heavens with Allah SWT as his witness. The marriage 

was done after Zainab bint Jahsy r.a. through his iddah masses, after Zaid her ex-

husband divorced her for something that happened between them. 

Based on the statement above it was implied that this verse belong to the 

which found its Asbabun Nuzul because there is explanation about the cause of the 

revealed the verse by the expert, and there is similiarity between the story portayed in 

the novel and the facts. 

4) Q.S. Al-Ahzab; 53 

This research found a verse in the novel “Mother of the Believers” by 

Kamran Pasha, which told that the verse was revealed to the Prophet Muhammad 

Saw for the sentence of Talhah r.a. to some traditions in the Madina‟s market that he 

would marry Aisyah r.a. if the Prophet Muhammad Saw has died. 
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“God has issued a command to the believers as well.” He took a deep breath 

and then recited the flowing verses: 

When you ask his wives something, do so from behind a curtain. 

This is purer for your hearts and theirs. 

It is not right for you to offend God‟s Messenger 

Just as you should never marry his wives after him. 

That would be an enormous sin in the sight of God. 

“From this point on, you may not speak to any man who is not mahrem 

except through a veil or a curtain,” he said forcefully, his eyes locked on 

mine,.. (Page 265) 

Pasha did not mentioned in his novel the name of the verse, so this research 

found its verse. Here the following verse and its explanation; 

                       

                             

                       

                        

                          

             

Translation: 

“O ye who believe! Enter not the dwellings of the Prophet for a meal 

without waiting for the proper time, unless permission be granted you. 

But if ye are invited, enter, and, when, your meal is ended, then disperse. 

Linger not for conversation. Lo! that would cause annoyance to the 

Prophet, and he would be shy of (asking) you (to go); but Allah is not shy 

of the truth. And when ye ask of them (the wives of the Prophet) anything, 

ask it of them from behind a curtain. That is purer for your hearts and for 

their hearts. And it is not for you to cause annoyance to the messenger of 

Allah, nor that ye should ever marry his wives after him. Lo! that in 

Allah's sight would be an enormity.” (QS. 33: 53) 
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Ghoffar (2004: 515-518) says that the verse was a hijab verse which 

contained some laws and adab. This verse was because Allah SWT approved Umar‟s 

words about three things, namely: the tomb of Prophet Ibrahim a.s. a place of prayer, 

giving hijab for the wives of the Prophet Muhammad Saw, the law for Prophet‟s wife 

if they were filled with jealousy. 

There was an incident related to the verse, Ibn Abi Hatim narrated that Ibn 

„Abbas said about the word of Allah SWT “And you can not hurt (heart) the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw,” this verse descended on a man who was determined to marry some 

of the wives of the Messenger of Allah after his death . One man said to Sufyan: “Is 

she Aisyah?” Similarly what was said by Muqatil ibn Hayyan and Abdurrahman bin 

Zaid bin Aslam. 

Based on the statement above it was implied that this verse belong to the 

which found its Asbabun Nuzul because there is explanation about the cause of the 

revealed the verse by the expert, and there is similiarity between the story portayed in 

the novel and the facts. 

5) Q.S. Al-Falaq; 1-5 

This research found a verse in the novel “Mother of the Believers” by 

Kamran Pasha which told the cause of the revealed Al-Falaq verse 1-5, where he 

recounted that Prophet Muhammad Saw was leading the evening prayer in Huyyay, a 

Jews, who invited him and some of the Sahabah to discussed about peace between the 

Jews and the Muslims, but apparently, Huyyay planned to kill the Prophet 

Muhammad Saw at that time by pretending to be a crash fall from the roof of the 
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house. The attempted murder was prevented because of the presence of Aisyah r.a. 

who saw someone pushing the stone from the roof of the house. 

I was relieved to hear the gentle tones of my husband‟s voice in prayer. He 

was reciting a sura of the Qur‟an that had recently been revealed, a 

beautiful poetic verse meant to ward off evil. 

Say: I seek protection from the Lord of Daybreak, 

From the evil of that He has created 

And the evil of darkness when it falls 

And the evil of witches who cast spells 

And the evil of the jealous when he envies (Page 207) 

 

Pasha did not mentioned in his novel the name of the verse, so this research 

found its verse. Here the following verse and its explanation; 

                                   

                     

Translation: 

“Say: I seek refuge in the Lord of Daybreak (QS. 113: 1) From the evil of 

that which He created; (QS. 113: 2) From the evil of the darkness when it 

is intense,(QS. 113: 3) And from the evil of malignant witchcraft, (QS. 

113: 4) And from the evil of the envier when he envieth.” (QS. 113: 5) 

 

Ghoffar (2004: 577) says that Surah Al-Falaq verse 1-5 was to encourage 

Muslims to prayed and asked for protection to Allah SWT at dawn or the coming of 

the morning from the evil of all creatures (humans) and on the night when it has 

darkness. 

This research found that the Al-Falaq surah was revealed with regard to the 

pain felt by the Prophet Muhammad Saw, Gabriel came to him and told him that he 
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was exposed to magic, so Gabriel treated him with this surah and with Allah‟s 

permission he was healed and freed of the magic. 

Based on the statement above it was implied that this verse belong to the 

verse which found its Asbabun nuzul, but there is no similiarity between the cause of 

the revealed the verse as told by Kamran Pasha in his novel, and in the facts which 

explained by the expert. 

Based on the findings above, this research concluded that the answer of the first 

question of this research which discussed about Kamran Pasha potrayed islamic 

civilization in the time of the Prophet Muhammad Saw in his novel “Mother of The 

Believers” was the author more described the history of Islamic civilization in the 

period of Madina over the period of Mekka, as it is known that in the history of 

Islamic civilization there were two periods namely the period of Mekka and Madina, 

but in his novels, the author focused on the period of Madina. 

B. Discussion 

Through these data, this research successful proved its assumptions, that there 

were strongly reconstruction in the events of the history of Islamic civilization, and 

there were representation about the character of Aisyah r.a. as explained discussion in 

the following paragraph; 

The reconstruction done by the author on the historical events of Islamic 

civilization which proved by the existence of some historical events that were 

irrelevant to the facts, such as the existence of events that were different from the 

facts, the dramatized events, the events which told shortly. Meanwhile  in fact the 
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event has a very long story, and the existence of different verses of interpretation in 

the novel and in the Qur‟anic commentary. These explanation shows that the author  

used historical data in writing his novel does not base on the fact and tend to be 

fictionalized. This is closely related to the historiography metafiction characters 

mentioned by Hutcheon (1989: 114) that there are two characteristics of 

historiography metafiction that it plays or manipulates historical data, and still uses 

historical data accurately. Based on these data, it was clear that the author did 

manipulate the historical data in his novel, and the author also keep the historical data 

accurately. However because the excessive manipulation of historical data by the 

author made his novel seem like a fictional narrative, although there were accurate 

facts in it. The manipulated data indicates an intention make the novel more 

interesting. 

Since the author described a historical event, the author presents an unusual 

main character, Aisyah r.a. Unlike other historical novels of Islamic civilization 

which the Prophet Muhammad Saw become the center of depiction, in this novel the 

author displays the character of Aisyah r.a. through the protagonist and antagonist 

side. Through these two point of view the character of Aisyah r.a. unveil which is 

beyond any depiction. 

It was often heard that the character of Aisyah r.a. has a very high level of glory 

and good character, but in Kamran Pasha novel, Aisyah r.a. also has a picture of a 

less pleasant character. It indicated that the author tend to described the character of 

Aisyah r.a. which was more humane so it can be accepted by any group of differing 
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opinions. As it was known that in Islamic history there were several groups different 

opinion, some of them accepted Aisyah r.a. as the glorious woman as described by 

Kamran Pasha, and some of them hate her due to his conflicts with Ali bin Abi Talib 

r.a as described by Kamran Pasha. Through this novel, the authors portrays the these 

opinions of these which is seeming an intention to reconcile them and to provide 

insight that Aisyah r.a. is only a human who can be nice and not nice. 

Through these two assumptions it shows the usefulness of the postmodern 

novel, which was to separated fiction and facts in a historical novel and the idea that 

the truth was always open to question. 

This research found three previous findings which has same topic of this 

research. The first research was from McLeod (1995) in his thesis Rewriting History: 

Postmodern and Postcolonial Negotiation In The Fiction of J.G. Farrell, Timothy 

Mo, Kazuo Ishiguro and Salman Rushdies. This thesis aimed to identify the critics of 

postmodernis history about the history contained fiction in contemporary fiction in 

English. He used Bhaba‟s theory about the relationship between postmodern and 

postcolonial in literary studies. He has two focus on his thesis that is postmodern and 

postcolonial. The second research was from Kirca (2009) in his thesis Postmodernist 

Historical Novel: Jeanette Winterson‟s and Salman Rushdie‟s Novel as 

Historiographic Metafiction. This thesis aimed to study how postmodern novel 

constructing the history that did not concern of the document history, but the events 

that described in the novel. He used Hutcheon‟s theory about historiographic 

metafiction, and focus to feminist and postcolonial issue. He said that there was 
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possibility to create history with different version as the result of his thesis. The third 

research was from Noorbakhsh and Amjad (2016) in their article Three Approaches 

Toward Historiography: The French Lieutenant‟s, Possesion and Waterland. This 

article aimed to analyze and compare the history which portrayed in those novel. 

They used Hutcheon‟s theory about the concept of history. They focus on the 

historical concept which portrayed in those novel but did not use document history to 

compare them. 

Based on the statement above about three previous findings, this research 

concluded that all of them has similar object that was history in the novel. The second 

and last research used similar theory although they were different focus, but for the 

first research used another theory because it focuse on the postcolonial and 

postmodern issue. Every research of them have different focus, and method to 

analyzed their research, some of them did not use historical document.  

Furthermore, this research has similar object with research above that was 

history in the novel, but focused on the historical representation which represented by 

author, and compared them to the facts which got from historical document, hadith, 

and Al-Qur‟an to saw which one the events of history should be real facts. Although 

this research used similar theory with the second and last research, but this research 

focused on the textuallize extra-textual reference to see that historical document were 

very influence to historical novel. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

A. Conclusion 

Based on this research, it can be concluded that in describing the events of 

history of Islamic civilization in the time of the Prophet Muhammad Saw in the novel 

“Mother of The Believers” by Kamran Pasha, the author has reconstructed the 

historical data in his novel, then the differences between fact and fiction appears. 

Although the author used historical data accurately, but the author then to exagerate 

over the element of fiction in his novel which made the historical data did not 

accurate, and more impressed as fictional work without fact.  

Furthermore, the author portrayed the character of Aisyah r.a. by two sides, the 

antagonist and protagonist side to made more humane the main character and able to 

accept every people from several groups who has different opinion about her. Its also 

indicated that the author want to make peace between them. 

The whole story of the novel “Mother of the Believers” by Kamran Pasha was a 

recording of the past of a noble lady named Aisyah r.a. who well know for her 

intellectual thought, and her greatest memory. Through this novel, the author 

emphasized and told us that history which is a recording of the past is a very valuable 

document, with the history the reader can take lessons from it, as Allah SWT says in 

His word QS. Yusuf: 111 
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Translation: 

“In their history verily there is a lesson for men of understanding. It is no 
invented story but a confirmation of the existing (Scripture) and a 

detailed explanation of everything, and a guidance and a mercy for folk 

who believe.” (QS. 12: 111) 

 

Al-Sheikh Ishaq (2004: 471) says that the QS. 12: 111 told about Allah SWT 

revealed the Qur‟an as a warning, and the distinction between good and bad. Nothing 

is not useful from the Qur‟an, even Allah SWT told the stories of the Prophets before 

Prophet Muhammad saw through his word detailly without any addition or 

subtraction. Through these stories, the believers will see it as a story full of lessons. 

Based on the statement above, it can be concluded that Allah SWT emphasized 

human to learn and understand history. Through history human can take a lesson, but 

only wise people can take the lesson, by not inclined to take their own conclusions 

without further research. Allah SWT also described every recording of the past 

through verses that tell the Prophet‟s struggles in spreading the good, in order that 

people can learn from the stories. 

B. Suggestion 

This research suggested to the reader to be more critics when they read the 

historical novel, because the historical data written by author able to reconstructed 

and the historical notes always updated by some historian and poets then appeared the 
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history with different version, because every historian has different statement about 

their study. Through this different statements is able to made the reader 

missunderstand to history. 
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